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a-frame tv console  |  wall collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

a-frame tv console

chic design with modern living in mind.
A thoroughly contemporary media unit, our A-Frame TV Console’s trestle design easily complements a variety of settings from urban lofts to 
rustic living rooms. Enduring bluestone is cut from the mountains of Northern China and sculpted by hand before being inset into the top of 
this chic piece. The A-frame cabinet is expertly crafted from naturally beautiful pine from Finland, that our craftsmen have sanded and hand-
painted before careful distressing to create a weathered appearance. This finish is then waxed and lacquered for added protection. The 
base features three sliding doors concealing spacious storage and cord management holes to accommodate all electronics.

product details
 u Console base is handcrafted from Finnish pine.

 u Wooden surfaces are bleached for an even tone, then sanded, 
hand-painted, lacquered and distressed.

 u Finished wood is sealed with wax for added protection.

 u Cabinets feature sliding doors and cord management holes, which 
conveniently accommodate electronics and media equipment.

 u Bluestone tops are hand-cut and finished with a clear wax topcoat. 

 u Natural bluestone is selected for its beauty, strength, and durability.

 u Due to their hand-applied finishing, color and texture may vary from 
piece to piece, in both bluestone and wood surfaces, making each 
piece unique.

 u Natural wood will display movement from season to season due to 
changes in temperature and humidity. 

 u Some small splits, knots, joint lines, and other natural properties may 
occur, adding character to each piece without affecting performance.

A-Frame TV Console
70" w x 18" d x 28.5" h
Barnwood Black 40AF70TVBLKT2
Grantham Grey 40AF70TVGGKT

PARTS:
91769AFHAND= Door Handle
91769AFROLL= Door Roller Set
91AFMASHDW= Assembly Hardware
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argent  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

argent

redefining décor classics
Clean, simple, and versatile, our Argent cabinet collection is thoughtfully designed to be the foundation of your décor. Featuring, simple 
hand-sculpted moulding and paned glass doors, these cabinets are judiciously detailed to easily complement a wide range of aesthetics. 
Cabinet frames are built from solid ash wood, using mortise-and-tenon joinery to ensure lasting strength and stability. And, multilayered 
finishes are hand-applied to ash-veneer surfaces, creating a rustic, distressed appearance that accentuates the ash wood’s natural features, 
adding depth of detail and texture to your space.

product details
 u Cabinets are craftsman-built from solid ash wood and surfaced with ash veneers for a 

consistent surface.

 u Frames are built using mortise-and-tenon joinery to ensure superior strength and 
stability.

 u Multilayered finishes are applied by hand. Wood surfaces are sanded, stained, sealed, 
and glazed to create a rustic appearance.

 u Media Cabinets feature four adjustable/removable shelves (two on each side).

 u Tall Cabinets feature four adjustable/removable shelves.

 u Cabinets feature cord management holes to accommodate media equipment and other 
electronics.

 u Due to the nature of materials used and hand-applied finishes, color, pattern, and 
texture may vary, making each piece unique.

 u Wood furnishings may also display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other natural 
features. These markings are normal and will not affect the performance of your piece.

 u Due to changes in temperature or humidity, wood furnishings may display slight 
movement from season to season.

 u Regular maintenance of wood furnishings is required. For additional information, please 
visit arhaus.com

Media Cabinet 
75" w x 18" d x 34" h 
Bronzed Ash 40ARGEMDBR 
Stone On Ash 40ARGEMDGR

Tall Cabinet 
50" w x 18" d x 77" h 
Bronzed Ash 40ARGETCBBR 
Stone On Ash 40ARGETCBGR

Bronzed Ash
Stone On 
Ash

Finishes:

dovetail
dovetail

dovetail
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articulated tv easel  |  wall collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

articulated tv easel

a play on an artist’s easel,
our Articulated TV Easel features a whimsical, contemporary design that combines function with literal artistry. This unique media stand is 
constructed from solid iron and steel accentuated by an antiqued finish and protected by a powder coating. Its angle can be customized to 
fit your display preferences via a gear crank and accompanying safety lock. The “brush tray” provides convenient storage space for remote 
controls or other small accessories, and the bottom shelf provides convenient storage for electronics and media. Casters enable this piece 
to move smoothly as needed and lock to keep it in place.

product details
 u Hand-forged from solid steel and iron, powder coated for added 

protection and finished with an antiqued patina.

 u Tilt angle adjusts with a gear crank secured by a safety lock.

 u Rolls on lockable castors for easy movement.

 u Features a tray and bottom shelf for added storage.

 u Bottom support tray is 24.5" w x 3.5" d. 

 u Top bracket adjusts up to 36" h.

 u Can support up to 220 lbs.

 u Please measure the overall measurements of your television, 
including the screen’s frame, before installation.

Articulated TV Easel 
26.5" w x 30" d x 73" h 
40ARTVEASEL

DISCOUNTINUED
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athens  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

athens

defining neoclassical details and handcrafted finishes
With its vintage silhouettes and artisan-applied finishes, our Athens collection will infuse your space with the ambiance and sophisticated 
charm of an old English library. Classically styled accents, hand-carved trim, and solid, wood panels are carefully designed to accentuate 
traditionally assembled shelves and cabinetry. Each of these room-defining displays and storage pieces is perfectly constructed to create 
the illusion of custom-made, built-in millwork complemented by contemporary functionality to accommodate your every need.

product details
 u Finishes are applied by skilled artisans who paint, stain and, distress each surface 

by hand.

 u Finishes are coated in a soft lacquer for added protection.

 u Tuxedo Black cabinets are handcrafted using solid mahogany and veneers.

 u French White, Nimbus, and Stratus cabinets are handcrafted using solid, yellow 
poplar and veneers.

 u Cigar Brown cabinets are handcrafted using solid mindi wood and veneers.

 u Cabinetry is accented with moulding, beadboards, recessed panels and antique 
brass hardware.

 u Library features a six-rung step ladder that slides along a solid brass bar.

 u Library ladder is designed in compliance with American ladder standards.

 u Each ladder rung is reinforced to support up to 200 lbs.

 u Library-top sections each feature three adjustable/removable shelves.

 u Library top features a 33" w x 13.5" d x 55" h cavity.

 u Library-base cabinets feature two pull-out shelves and an adjustable/removable 
shelf.

 u Display cabinet top features three adjustable/removable shelves.

 u Display cabinet top features a 33" w x 13" d x 55" h cavity.

 u Display cabinet base features one pull-out shelf and one adjustable/removable 
shelf.

Display Cabinet*  
42.5" w x 17.25" d x 94.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHENCBL3  
French White 40ATHCABWKT  
Cigar Brown  40ATHBRCABKT 
Nimbus  40ATHCABNMKT

Library*  
79.75" w x 17.5" d x 94.5" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHENBL2 
French White  40ATHENFWKT 
Cigar Brown  40ATHENBRKT 
Nimbus  40ATHENGRKT 
Stratus 40ATHENSTKT

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Tuxedo Black

Nimbus

Stratus

French White

Cigar Brown

Finishes:

* All SKUs apply to standalone 
products. These products are 
not modular.
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athens modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

athens modular

defining neoclassical details and handcrafted finishes
With its vintage silhouettes and artisan-applied finishes, our Athens Modular Wall Collection will infuse your space with neoclassical 
ambiance and the sophisticated charm of an old English library. Over twenty pieces, including cabinets, bookcases, a bar, and an authentic,  
sliding library ladder, provide incomparable style with hand-carved trim and solid wood panels. Each of these room-defining displays and 
storage pieces is perfectly constructed to create the illusion of custom-made, built-in millwork complemented by contemporary functionality 
to accommodate your every need.

product details
 u Finishes are applied by skilled artisans who paint, stain, and distress 

each surface by hand.

 u Finishes are coated in a soft lacquer for added protection.

 u Tuxedo Black cabinets are handcrafted using solid mahogany and 
veneers.

 u French White and Nimbus cabinets are handcrafted using solid yellow 
poplar and veneers.

 u Cigar Brown cabinets are handcrafted using solid mindi wood and 
veneers.

 u Cabinetry is accented with moulding, beadboards, recessed panels, 
and brass hardware.

 u Solid brass hardware features an antiqued finish.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Finishes:

Tuxedo 
Black

French 
White

Cigar 
Brown

Nimbus

Large Library 
108.87" w x 38.75" d x 94.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHLGLIBKT 
French White 40ATHFWLGLIBKT 
Cigar Brown 40ATHBRLGLIBKT 
Nimbus 40ATHNMLGLIBKT
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athens modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

standard components

Bookcase Top 
37.31" w x 17" d x 63" h  
Tuxedo Black 40ATHENBTP 
French White 40ATHSMBTPFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHSMBTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHSMBTPNM

bookcase top
 u Features a 33" w x 13.5" d x 55" h cavity.

 u Features three adjustable/removable 
shelves.

 u Can be combined to form double, triple, 
etc. configurations.

 u Each will add 37.31" width to configuration.

 u End Panels or Connector Panels needed 
unless next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or 
Angled Bookcase.

Single Cabinet Base 
37.31" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHSMODBS 
French White 40ATHSMBSFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHSMBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHSMBSNM

single cabinet base
 u Features an adjustable/removable shelf and 

cord management holes.

 u Pull-out tray provides an extra work surface.

 u Can be combined to form double, triple, 
etc. configurations.

 u Each will add 37.31" width to configuration.

 u End Panels or Connector Panels needed 
unless next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or 
Angled Bookcase.

TV Unit Top 
74.62" w x 17" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHTVMODTP 
French White 40ATVMODTPFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATVMODTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATVMODTPNM

TV unit top
 u Features a 70" w x 13.5" d x 48" h cavity; 

component cavity is 33" w x 5" h.

 u Cord management holes accommodate 
media components.

 u Will add 74.69" width to configuration.

 u End Panels or Connector Panels needed 
unless next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or 
Angled Bookcase.

 u On the Build Your Own Configuration 
worksheet, use 2 spaces.

double cabinet base
 u Features two adjustable/removable shelves 

and cord management holes.

 u Pull-out trays provide extra work surfaces.

 u Will add 74.69" width to configuration.

 u Use in place of two single bases.

 u Connector Panels are not needed in the 
middle, but End Panels or Connector 
Panels are needed on each side, unless 
next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or Angled 
Bookcase.

 u On the Build Your Own Configuration 
worksheet, use 2 spaces.

Double Cabinet Base 
74.62" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHMODBS 
French White 40ATHMODBSFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHMODBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHMODBSNM

Narrow Bookcase Top 
20.31" w x 17" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHENWTP 
French White 40ATHENWTPFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHNWTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHENWTPNM

narrow bookcase top
 u Features three adjustable/removable 

shelves.

 u Can be combined to form double, triple, 
etc. configurations.

 u Each will add 20.31" width to configuration.

 u End Panels or Connector Panels needed 
unless next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or 
Angled Bookcase.

Narrow Bookcase Base 
20.31" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHENWBS 
French White 40ATHENWBSFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHNWBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHENWBSNM

narrow bookcase base
 u Features an adjustable/removable shelf and 

cord management holes.

 u Can be combined to form double, triple, 
etc. configurations.

 u Each will add 20.31" width to configuration.

 u End Panels or Connector Panels needed 
unless next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or 
Angled Bookcase.

Display Cabinet Top 
37.31" w x 17" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHMDCTP 
French White 40ATHMDCTPFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHMDCTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHMDCTPNM

display cabinet top
 u Features a 33" w x 13" d x 55" h cavity.

 u Glass doors feature decorative moulding.

 u Features three adjustable/removable 
shelves.

 u Can be combined to form double, triple, 
etc. configurations.

 u Each will add 37.31" width to configuration.

 u End Panels or Connector Panels needed 
unless next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or 
Angled Bookcase.

File Base  
37.31" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHSFILBL 
French White 40ATHSFILFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHSFILBR 
Nimbus 40ATHSFILNM

file base
 u Features an adjustable/removable shelf and 

cord management holes.

 u Pull-out tray provides an extra work surface.

 u File drawer can be adjusted to fit both 
standard and legal sizes.

 u Can be combined to form double, triple, 
etc. configurations.

 u Each will add 37.31" width to configuration.

 u End Panels or Connector Panels needed 
unless next to Corner Wedge Bookcase or 
Angled Bookcase.
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athens modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

standard components

special components
angled bookcase

 u Top features three adjustable/
removable shelves.

 u Base features one adjustable/
removable shelf.

 u Bases include cord management holes 
to accommodate media components.

 u Can be used to complete ends of 
modular configurations—no Connector 
Panels or End Panels needed.

 u Each will add 17.125" width to 
configuration.

 u Cannot be attached to Corner Wedge 
Bookcase.

corner wedge bookcase
 u Top features three adjustable/removable shelves.

 u Base features one adjustable/removable shelf.

 u Top’s bottom shelf features a hidden spring-touch 
compartment.

 u Bases include cord management holes to accommodate 
media components.

 u Will add 30" width to each wall of configuration.

 u Connector panels are attached to each side.

 u Cannot be attached to the Angled Bookcases or End Panels.

 u Configurations cannot be ended with this piece.

Top 
30" w (on each wall) x  
34" d (corner to front) x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHENCNTP 
French White  40ATHNCNTPFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHCNTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHNCNTPNM

Base 
30" w (on each wall) x  
34" d (corner to front) x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHENCNBS 
French White  40ATHNCNBSFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHCNBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHNCNBSNM

30"30"

Le#	  top	  view	   Right	  top	  view	  

Connector	  Molding	  is	  
a7ached	  

Front Side

Top

Left Top 
17.125" w x 17.75" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHENLETP 
French White 40ATHNLETPFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHLETPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHNLETPNM

Right Top 
17.125" w x 17.75" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHENRETP 
French White 40ATHNRETPFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHRETPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHNRETPNM

Left Base 
17.125" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHENLEBS 
French White 40ATHNLEBSFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHLEBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHNLEBSNM

Right Base 
17.125" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHENREBS 
French White  40ATHNREBSFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHREBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHNREBSNM

Le#	  top	  view	   Right	  top	  view	  

Connector	  Molding	  is	  
a7ached	  

Le#	  top	  view	   Right	  top	  view	  

Connector	  Molding	  is	  
a7ached	  

Left 
Top 
View

Right 
Top 
View

17.125"

17.125"

Front

Library Ladder & Pole 
74.69" w x 21" d  
(from front of unit to base) x 78.75" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHDBPBL 
French White 40ATHDBPLFW 
Cigar Brown 40ATHDBPLBR 
Nimbus 40ATHDBPLNM

library ladder & pole
 u Six-rung step ladder slides from one end to the other on a solid brass bar.

 u Designed to meet American ladder standards and constructed of solid alder. 

 u Each rung is dowelled, resulting in an exceptionally well-built piece that will support up to 200 lbs.

 u Will add 21" depth to your configuration.

 u Fits best over 2 Bookcase Tops.

 u On the Build Your Own Configuration worksheet, draw a line over 2 spaces to show placement.
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athens modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

special components
connector panel

 u Decorative moulding used to conceal 
seams between standard modular 
components.

 u Will not add to configuration dimensions.

 u Connector Panels are not needed in the 
middle of Double Cabinet Bases.

end panels
 u Can be used to complete ends of 

modular configurations.

 u Top Panel will add 2" width to 
each side of configuration.

 u Base Panel will add 1" width 
to each side of base-only 
configurations.

 u Cannot be used next to Angled 
Bookcases or Corner Wedge 
Bookcases.

 u Does not require Connector 
Panels.

Left Top 
6" w x 17.75" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHLPTP 
French White  40ATHLPTPFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHLPTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHLPTPNM

Right Top 
6" w x 17.75" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHRPTP 
French White  40ATHRPTPFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHRPTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHRPTPNM

Base 
3.5" w x 3.5" d x 30" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHENPANBS 
French White  40ATHPANBSFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHPANBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHPANBSNM

Left Base  
4" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHLPBS 
French White  40ATHLPBSFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHLPBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHLPBSNM

Right Base 
4" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHRPBS 
French White  40ATHRPBSFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHRPBSBR 
Nimbus 40ATHRPBSNM

Top	  View Front	  View	   Side	  View
Top	  View Front	  View	   Side	  View

Top

Front Side

Top	  View Front	  View	   Side	  View
Top	  View Front	  View	   Side	  View

Front Side

TopTop 
5.8" w x 4.5" d x 63" h 
Tuxedo Black  40ATHENPANTP 
French White  40ATHPANTPFW 
Cigar Brown  40ATHPANTPBR 
Nimbus 40ATHPANTPNM

configuration examples 
Example configurations are fully finished and do not require additional End Panels or Connector Panels.

Double Bookcase Media Unit 
153.24" w x 17.25" d x 94.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHDBKTVKT 
French White 40ATHDBKTVFWKT 
Cigar Brown 40ATHDBKTVBRKT 
Nimbus 40ATHDBKTVNMKT

Media Unit with End Bookcases 
108.87" w x 17.75" d x 94.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHTVMODKT 
French White 40ATHTVMODFWKT 
Cigar Brown 40ATHTVMODBRKT 
Nimbus 40ATHTVMODNMKT

Triple Narrow Bookcase 
64.93" w x 17.75" d x 94.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHNW3DKT 
French White 40ATHNW3DFWKT 
Cigar Brown 40ATHNW3DBRKT 
Nimbus 40ATHNW3DNMKT

6-Door TV Console 
113.93" w x 16.75" d x 31.5" h 
Tuxedo Black 40ATHTV6DKT 
French White 40ATHTV6DFWKT
Cigar Brown 40ATHTV6DBRKT 
Nimbus 40ATHTV6DNMKT
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athens modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

replacement parts

40ATHDISPHDW: ATHENS DISPLAY CAB HDW

40ATHDSPMECH: ATHENS DISPLAY CAB LOCK MECH

40ATHENHBHDW: ATHENS HALF SIZE BKCASE HDW

40ATHLFDRCBS: ATHENS DOOR CTCH LFT BASE

40ATHLHINGE: ATHENS L HINGES

40ATHLIBDCBS: ATHEN LBRY BKCSE BS DOOR CTCHS

40ATHLIBTVTK: ATHENS LBRY TV TIP KIT

40ATHRTDRCBS: ATHENS DOOR CTCH RT BASE

40ATHSINGTIP: ATHENS SINGLE BKCASE TIP KIT

40ATHSPNMP: ATHENS/SPENCER MENDING PLATES HARDWARE

91511ATCORHW: ATHEN MOD CORNER BASE HARDWARE

91511ATCORTOP: ATHEN MOD CORNER TOP HARDWARE

91511ATDISLK: ATHENS DISPLAY CAB LOCK

91511ATHCONBS: ATHENS MOD CONECTOR BASE HDW

91511ATHHNG: ATHENS DOOR HINGE QTY1

91511ATHKEY: ATHENS KEY - BLACK BROWN WHITE FINISHES

91511ATHLFTBSHW: ATHENS MOD LFT END BASE HDW

91511ATHLFTENDBSHW: ATHENS MOD ENDING TOP HDW LEFT

91511ATHLFTTPHW: ATHENS MOD LFT END TOP PNL HW

91511ATHLIBHW: ATHENS LBRY ASSEMB HDW

91511ATHPULLL: ATHENS DOOR PULL LG

91511ATHPULLS: ATHENS DOOR PULL SM BL

91511ATHRTBSHW: ATHENS MOD RT END BASE HDW

91511ATHRTTOPHW: ATHENS MOD RT END TOP HDW

91511ATHRTTPHW: ATHENS MOD RT END TOP PNL HDW

91ATHSLATSTR: ATHENS LIB SHELF SPPRT STRATUS

91ATHTIPKIT: ATHENS MODULAR ANTI TIP KIT

1511BRASS: ATHENS LBRY BRASS BAR

91511HGBARBL: ATHENS HANG BAR BRACKET BL

91511HGBARBR: ATHENS BAR HANG BRACKET BRN

91511HGBARN: ATHENS BAR HANG BRACKET NIMBUS

91511HGBARW: ATHENS BAR HANG BRACKET WHT

91511LIDBLK: ATHENS CABLE HOLE LID BL

91511LIDBR: ATHENS CABLE HOLE LOD CIGAR BROWN

91511LIDW: ATHENS CABLE HOLE LID WHT

91511MODLOCK: ATHENS MOD LOCK MECH

91511NIMKEY: ATHENS KEY NIMBUS

91ATHBLSHS11: ATHENS BLK MD SHLF SPPRT 11.5

91ATHBLSHS12: ATHENS BLK MD SHLF SPPRT 12.25

91ATHBLSHS13: ATHENS BLK MD SHLF SUPPORT 13

91ATHDRCTBS: ATHENS MODULAR DOOR CTCH BASE

91ATHENPANBS: ATHENS PNL CONNECTOR BS BL

91ATHENPANTP: ATHENS PNL CONNECTOR TP BL

91ATHFWENSHF: FW RIGHT OR LEFT ENDING SHELF

91ATHFWSHS11: ATHENS FW MOD SHLF SPPRT 11.5

91ATHFWSHS12: ATHENS MD SHLF SPPRT FW 12.25

91ATHFWSHS13: ATHENS FW MOD SHLF SUPPORT 13

91ATHLADNIM: ATHEN LATTER ONLY NIMBUS

91ATHNMSHS11: ATHENS NIM MD SHLF SPPRT 11.5 

91ATHMDRS: ATHENS MOD FW DOORS, SET OF 2

91ATHNMSHS12: ATHENS NM MD SHLF SPPRT 12.25

91ATHNMSHS13: ATHENS NIM MD SHLF SPPRT 13 

91ATHPANBSFW: ATHENS PNL CONNECTOR BS FW

91ATHPANTPFW: ATHENS PNL CONNECTOR TP FW
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

athens modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia
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Bar Bulb: 91511BULB
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91ANTITIPKIT: Anti-Tip Kit
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baumann  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

baumann

childhood memories of summers 
spent on a farm in central Ohio became our inspiration for the sliding barn doors of our Baumann Collection. Artisans hand-plane solid oak grown and 
harvested in America. Each section is hand-finished with an antique rust patina. Even the hardware has been replicated—the castings for the wheels and 
tracks are inscribed with the words “Ashland County,” reminiscent of original barn doors. Slide the rustic doors to reveal or conceal additional storage.

product details
 u All pieces are handcrafted of solid oak wood.

 u Wood is grown and harvested in the United States in adherence to global environmental policies. 

 u Each solid oak plank is hand-planed, hand-sanded and then layered with several coatings of 

glaze.

 u Artisans apply a matte lacquer topcoat to each piece for extra protection.

 u Solid, cast iron wheels and hardware are hand-finished in a natural rust patina.

 u Hardware is lacquered to prevent oxidation and staining.

 u Each piece may vary slightly in shading and grain pattern.

 u Each plank purposefully varies in size to replicate original barn doors.

 u Some small splits may occur, adding character to each piece. 

 u Natural knots and joint lines add interest without affecting performance. 

 u Natural wood will display movement due to changes in temperature and humidity.

 u Frames are constructed using a reinforced mortise-and-tenon assembly.

 u 112” Media Wall Unit and Media Consoles feature adjustable and removable shelving.

 u 142” Media Wall Unit features removable shelving only. Shelving is non-adjustable.

 u Cord management holes accommodate all electronics.

 u 112” Media Wall Unit features a 50” w x 15” d x 35”-42” h TV cavity with removable shelf.

 u 142” Media Wall Unit features a 65” w x 15” d x 35”-42” h TV cavity with removable shelf.

 u Due to weight and size, 142” Media Wall Unit can be delivered to first floor only. No steps.

 u Due to the height of 112” and 142” Media Wall Units, please verify the clearance measurements 

of ceilings, doorways, stairways, elevators, and hallways.

142" Media Wall Unit 
142.5" w x 19" d x 85.5" h 
Natural 40BM3NT142KT 
Brown 40BM3BR142KT 
Black 40BM3BL142KT 
Ashland Coastal 40BMCST142KT

112" Media Wall Unit 
112.5" w x 19" d x 85.5" h 
Natural 40BAUMAN3KT 
Brown 40BAUMBR3KT 
Black 40BAUMBL3KT 
Ashland Coastal 40BAUMACKT

64" Media Console 
64.5" w x 23" d x 34" h 
Natural 40BAU64TV2 
Brown 40BAUBR64TV2 
Black 40BAUBL64TV2 
Ashland Coastal 40BAUAC64TV

50" Media Console 
50" w x 23" d x 34" h 
Natural 40BAUBR50TV2 
Brown 40BAUBR50TV 
Black 40BAUBL50TV 
Ashland Coastal 40BAUC50TV

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Natural Brown Black
Ashland 
Coastal

Finishes:
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baumann  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

replacement parts
40BAUMSHELF: BAUMANN CENTER UNIT SHELF 

91378BAU350: BAUMANN DRAWER RUNNER 350MM

91378BAUMHW: BAUMANN ASSEMBLY HDW KIT

91378BAUMNUT: BAUMANN ROLLER HOUSING NUT

91378BAUPLATE: BAUMANN ROLLER HOUSING / PLATE

91378BAUSLFBR: BAUMANN CENTER SHELF 142" BRN
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Assembling Instruction

Baumann 142" Wall Unit (719.812)

1

Hardware
A = = 8 Pcs

2
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

AA

A

Joint sides unit with center unit using assembling bolt ( A ) and tight firmly using allen key ( G ).

B =

C =

D =

E =

F =

G =

Place the three units in final position leveled.

H =

= 2 Pcs I =

= 1 Pc

= 1 Pc

= 7 Pcs

= 7 Pcs

= 7 Pcs

= 4 Pcs

= 28 Pcs J = = 12 Pcs

40BAUCNTR 142
40BAULFT 142
40BAURHT142
40BAUDRS142
40BAURAILS142

40BAUBLKCNTR 142
40BAUBLKLFT 142
40BAUBLKRHT142
40BAUBLKDRS142
40BAUBLKRAILS142

40BAUBRCNTR 142
40BAUBRLFT 142
40BAUBRRHT142
40BAUBRDRS142
40BAUBRRAILS142

91378BAUMHW

PARTS
40BAUMSLFBR: Center Shelf 142" Brown
91378BAU350: Drawer Runner 350mm
91378BAUMNUT: Roller Housing Nut 
91378BAUPLATE: Roller Housing Plate
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3

Install Top Rail , use bolt and washer ( B & D ) from inside side and nut ( C ) from outside side.

Tightened bolt using wrench ( H ) from inside and hold the nut using key ( I ) from outside.

5

B

C

D

4

Install Bottom Rail , use bolt ( E ) from outside side and tightened with wrench ( H ) by

turning clockwise.

E

5

Top rail

Bottom rail

Install doors by hanging the wheels on

top rail and same time  ensuring that the

groove on bottom of doors grip the

bottom rail.

H

I

H
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7

F

F

F

F

Install shelf support ( F ) into the holes and install adjustable shelf for side units.Adjust nuts on top wheel brackets using wrench ( H ) to balance the two

doors to same height, and ensure enough clearance on bottom rail for a

smooth movement of doors.

Adjusting nut

6

H
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8

I

F

F

Adjustable shelf on center unit  can be removed if needed

c. Remove shelf support ( F ) from the holes.

a. Untight nut from top, using key (I).

b. Remove bolt from the bottom of shelf.
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8

Install the "Tilt kit" chain into wall, using proper type of screw depending on type of wall.
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Assembling Instruction

Baumann Wall Unit (719.801)

1

Hardware
A = = 8 Pcs

2
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

AA

A

Joint sides unit with center unit using assembling bolt ( A ) and tight firmly using allen key ( G ).

B =

C =

D =

E =

F =

G =

Place the three units in final position leveled.

H =

= 2 Pcs I =

= 1 Pc

= 1 Pc

= 7 Pcs

= 7 Pcs

= 7 Pcs

= 4 Pcs

= 28 Pcs J = = 12 Pcs

40BAUCNTR
40BAULFT
40BAURHT
40BAUDRS
40BAURAILS

40BAUBLKCNTR
40BAUBLKLFT
40BAUBLKRHT
40BAUBLKDRS
40BAUBLKRAILS

40BAUBRCNTR
40BAUBRLFT
40BAUBRRHT
40BAUBRDRS
40BAUBRRAILS

PARTS
40BAUMSHELF: Center Unit Shelf
91378BAU350: Drawer Runner 350mm
91378BAUMNUT: Roller Housing Nut 
91378BAUPLATE: Roller Housing Plate

91378BAUMHW
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3

Install Top Rail , use bolt and washer ( B & D ) from inside side and nut ( C ) from outside side.

Tightened bolt using wrench ( H ) from inside and hold the nut using key ( I ) from outside.

5

B

C

D

4

Install Bottom Rail , use bolt ( E ) from outside side and tightened with wrench ( H ) by

turning clockwise.

E

5

Top rail

Bottom rail

Install doors by hanging the wheels on

top rail and same time  ensuring that the

groove on bottom of doors grip the

bottom rail.

H

I

H
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7

F

F

F

F

Install shelf support ( F ) into the holes and install adjustable shelf for side units and

center unit.

Adjust nuts on top wheel brackets using wrench ( H ) to balance the two

doors to same height, and ensure enough clearance on bottom rail for a

smooth movement of doors.

Adjusting nut

6

H
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beckett  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

beckett

inspired by French farmhouse antiques,
the Beckett cabinet collection contains beautiful reproductions modernized by superior finishes and construction. Built to be heirloom 
quality, they’re benchmade using mahogany solids and veneers and solid brass hardware. These artisan-crafted cabinets can be used 
anywhere from kitchens and dining rooms to living rooms and home offices.

product details
 u Frames are built from solid mahogany and mahogany veneers, using mortise-and-
tenon construction for years of stability.

 u Media console tops are crafted from thick distressed pine parquetry with solid pine 
banding.

 u Masterfully crafted, these cabinets feature beautiful reeding and substantial cornices. 

 u Bases are finished with an antique black tone, which is distressed to show the warm 
brown tones underneath

 u Cabinet interiors feature natural mahogany with an antiqued patina. 

 u Finishes are lacquered for added protection and sheen.

 u All pieces feature solid brass hardware that has been washed in an acid bath for a 
beautiful patina. 

 u Doors feature heavy-gauge iron fronts finished with an antique brass patina and 
sealed in lacquer

 u Single cabinets feature four removable/adjustable shelves. 

 u Single cabinets feature a 24.5” w x 11.5” w x 51.75” h interior cavity.

 u Media consoles also feature cord management holes and adjustable shelving.

 u Due to the nature of materials used and hand-applied finishes, color, pattern, and 
texture may vary, making each piece unique.

 u Wood furnishings may also display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other natural 
features. These markings are normal and will not affect the performance of your piece.

 u Due to changes in temperature or humidity, wood furnishings may display slight 
movement from season to season.

Media Console 
67" w x 16.5" d x 30.5" h 
40BECKETTV

Single Cabinet 
33.5" w x 17" d x 70" h 
40BECKSING

PARTS:
91511BECHALL= Drawer Knob
91511BECMIDLG= Lg Cabinet Shelf Support Slat
91511BECMIDSTR= Lg Cabinet Shelf Stretcher
91511BECSGSLT= Single Shelf Support Slat
91511BECSGSTR= Single Cabinet Stretcher
91511BECSLLG= Lg Cabinet Support Slats (L/R)
91511BECTVSLT= TV Shelf Support Slat 

DISCOUNTINUED
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cahlo  |   wall collection   |  made in Mexico Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

cahlo

contemporary style classically crafted
Our Cahlo credenza complements chic, rustic surfaces with warm colors and hand-touched detailing. Each copper surface is carefully crafted by Mexican 

metal artisans from panels of recycled copper. Panels are hand-pounded onto solid hardwood cabinet doors and held over an open flame to produce unique 

coloring. Cabinet tops and frames are built from solid poplar wood supported by a forged iron base. When complete, artisans stamp each copper piece with 

a Monarch butterfly to signify its transformation and to honor the village responsible for its creation.

product details
 u Recycled copper cabinet doors are built be Mexican metal artisans from 

panels of recycled metals hand-pounded onto solid hardwood.

 u Copper cabinet doors are made from 100 percent recycled copper. 

Craftsman-built cabinet tops and frames are made from solid poplar wood 

supported by forged, solid iron bases.

 u Subtle antiqued patinas are added to copper surfaces by holding each piece 

over an open flame to create unique color variations.

 u Finished surfaces are coated with multiple layers of lacquer for added 

protection and subtle sheen.

 u Upon completion, each piece is stamped with a Monarch butterfly to signify 

its transformation and to honor the artisans and the village responsible for its 

creation.

 u Cabinet frames and tops feature a black finish coated in lacquer for added 

protection and subtle sheen. 

 u Iron bases feature a complementary distressed patina.

 u Cord management holes accommodate electronics and appliances, keeping 

cords out of sight.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Credenza

69" w x 18" d x 32" h
Copper  40COPPERMD
Chocolate Copper 40CHOCCOPMD

Copper

Finishes:

Chocolate 
Copper
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chorus theory  |  wall collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

chorus theory

in perfect harmony
Designed for both function and style, our Chorus Theory collection is handcrafted to strike just the right notes in any space. Stunning 
storage and display pieces combine French casement details with neoclassical architectural elements. Craftsman-built from solid douglas 
fir, poplar, or reclaimed pine, each surface is softly hand-painted in versatile, neutral tones to complement your existing décor. Sophisticated 
finishes are accented with iron hardware and coated with lacquer for added protection and subtle sheen.

product details
 u Media Console bases are handcrafted from solid douglas fir—chosen for its strength and neutral 

tone.

 u Frames and cases featuring our Rustic White, Rustic Blue, or Grantham Grey finishes are 

handcrafted from solid poplar, chosen for its strength and neutral tone. 

 u Frames and cases featuring our Rustic Black, Barnwood Natural, or Barnwood Brown finishes are 

constructed from solid reclaimed pine and pine veneers.

 u Other surfaces are constructed from solid reclaimed pine salvaged from old doors, homes, boats, 

and barns found in rural farming regions. 

 u In addition to its stunning natural features, our reclaimed wood is treasured in many of our 

collections as a contribution to preserving healthy and sustainable eco-systems.

 u Artisan-applied finishes begin by bleaching our reclaimed pine to even its tone, and end with a coat 

of lacquer for added protection and subtle sheen.

 u Barnwood Natural, Barnwood Brown finishes are achieved through light staining and waxing for a 

warm glow.

 u Rustic Black and Rustic White finishes are achieved through layers of paint and glaze to create a 

timeworn appearance. 

 u Grantham Grey and Rustic Blue pieces are hand-painted for a smooth finish.

 u Wood finishes are accented with iron hardware, which is also lacquered to prevent oxidation.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant for 

care recommendations.

80" Media Cabinet 
80" w x 25" d x 32" h 
Rustic Black 40CHR80TVBL2 
Rustic White 40CHR80TVWH2 
Rustic Blue 40CHOR80TVRB 
Barnwood Natural 40CHR80TVPN2 
Barnwood Brown 40CHR80TVBR2 
Grantham Grey 40CHOR80TVGG 
Media Cabinets feature two 
removable shelves.

Rustic 
Black

Rustic 
White

Rustic 
Blue

Barnwood 
Natural

Barnwood 
Brown

Grantham 
Grey

Finishes:

94.5" Media Console 
94.5" w x 18" d x 35.5" h 
Rustic Black  40CHORTVKT 
Rustic White  40CHRTVWHKT2 
Rustic Blue 40CHORTVRBKT 
Barnwood Natural 40CHORTVPNKT 
Barnwood Brown  40CHORTVBRKT 
Grantham Grey 40CHORTVGGKT

Media Consoles 
feature two drawers 
with drop-down fronts 
and cord management 
holes to accommodate 
electronics and media 
equipment. 

Single Glass-Door Cabinet 
54.75" w x 19" d x 91.25" h 
Rustic Black 40CHORSCABBL 
Rustic White 40CHORSCABWH 
Rustic Blue 40CHORSCABRB 
Barnwood Natural 40KEATS2 
Barnwood Brown 40CHORSCABBR 
Grantham Grey 40CHORSCABGG 
Single Cabinets feature four adjustable removable 
shelves and a 42” w x 13.5” d x 77” h cavity.
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PARTS
40CHORTVBLFT: TV Feet Black 
40CHORTVBRFT: TV Feet Brown
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PARTS
40CHORBLHCVR: Hole Cover Black 
40CHORLKMECH: Lock Mechanism
91769CTHING: Hinge
91769HANDLE: Tall Cabinet Handle Lock Mechanism
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PARTS
91769CHORUS: Assembly HDW
9176CTHING: Hinge
91768HANDLE: Tall Cabinet Handle Lock Mechanism 
40CHORBLHCVR: Hole Cover Black 
40CHORLKMECH: Lock Mechanism 
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page 1

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns, and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Artisans give a nod to the Industrial Movement 
with a piece that looks as if we pulled it from the factory floor during 
the Revolution. Ample storage—shelving and drawers—made of 

hand-forged iron do all the heavy lifting with style. We also love that 
this bookcase has an eco-friendly story—the iron is recycled. 

COLTON
wall collection

made in INDIA

page 1

DISCOUNTINUED
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COLTON page 2

 u Based on the size and weight of this item, along with type of 
flooring, installation of an anti-tip kit may be required. This is 
not part of our delivery service; professional installation  
is recommended.

recommended care
 u Wipe up all spills immediately. 

 u We recommend using a damp cloth on iron. You may use a mild 
soap if necessary. Towel dry. 

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone as they 
will cut through the finish (over time) and damage your piece.

 u Mango wood: protect surfaces from hot and/or wet objects with 
coasters and table pads. You may also use Fiddes® Wax to 
maintain the finish. Avoid placing the piece near a direct heat 
source as this may cause warping of the wood.

product details 
 u Handcrafted of solid forged iron.

 u The Colton library features mango wood shelves and drawers.

 u The mango wood is distressed and treated with a warm stain 
and dark wax for an antique patina. 

 u The Colton metal library is exclusively made of iron. 

 u The iron finish is antique black with the added wax topcoat.

 u Shelving is fixed. 

 u Mango wood drawers feature tongue and grove construction 
with cut-out handles. 

 u Metal drawers operate on full extension metal glides with cut-
out handles.

 u Both large and small library designs feature a removable ladder.

 u Console offers four drawers for storage and one fixed shelf. 

 u Due to weight and size, this product can be delivered to first 
floor only. 

Large Library 40COLTONLG 
63" w x 18" d x 81" h

Single Library 
34" w x 18" d x 81" h 
Wood 40COLTONSM

DISCOUNTINUED
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page 1

CURIOSITY
wall collection

made in INDONESIA 

All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

NATURAL WOOD
Each piece will have slightly different 
shading and grain patterns and due to 
the nature of a multi-layered finish that is 
hand-applied by our craftsmen, there will 
be variation from piece to piece. Some 
small splits may occur, but will only add 
to the character. Knots and joint lines 
are a natural property and add interest 
but without affecting performance. All 
natural wood will display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive, designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
finished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in our commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood was 
harvested from renewable resources.

Where character shines and treasures live.
Inspired by the design of apothecary cabinets, this collection is 
comprised of four sections of differing heights, allowing these 
pieces to be grouped together as a grand wall cabinet or configured 
separately throughout your living space. Made by Indonesian artisans 

skilled in the art of woodworking and wood-finishing, the design 
brings together oak solids, oak veneers and tempered glass doors 
framed in antiqued iron. This collection is one of true artistry, where 
vintage style and versatile function shine.
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CURIOSITY page 2

 u Always use protection such as coasters and table pads beneath 
all objects to preserve the finish and natural characteristics of 
the wood.

 u Avoid exposure to direct sunlight, as it may cause discoloration.

 u Avoid exposing your furniture to excessive heat (e.g. by 
placing it in front of a radiator) as this can cause cracking and 
potential fading of the wood; a minimum 30 cm clearance from 
heat sources is advised. 

 u Do not drag this piece(s) across the floor as this will cause 
damage or weaken joints.

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone, as 
this will cut through the lacquer finish (over time) and damage 
your piece.

 u For iron hardware, we recommend using a damp cloth. You may 
use a mild soap if necessary. Towel dry.

finish
 u Artisans hand-finish oak solids and oak veneers with a multi-

layer finish process. 

 u A final layer of soft lacquer is applied for added protection.

construction
 u Constructed using mortise and tenon assembly.

 u Handcrafted of solid oak and oak veneers by skilled 
woodworking artisans.

 u Tempered glass doors are contrasted in antiqued iron.

 u Drawers are handcrafted with soft close metal glides.

recommended care
 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Dust with a soft, dry cloth and buff occasionally with 
Guardsman® Wood Polish.

Grand Display Wall Cabinet

Ascending Wall Cabinet

5 Cubby Cabinet 
22" w x 16" d x 83.5" h 
Oak 40CUR5CAB 
Ashland Black 40CUR5CABBL

Ascending Wall Cabinet 
40CURASCNDKT 
132" w X 16" d x 83.5" h

Grand Display Wall Cabinet 

PARTS:
91378CURRET= Slats/Screws Glass Retainer
91CURHND= Cab Handle

2 Cubby Cabinet 
22" w x 16" d x 35.5" h 
Oak 40CUR2CAB 
Ashland Black 40CUR2CABBL

3 Cubby Cabinet 
22" w x 16" d x 51.5" h 
Oak 40CUR3CAB 
Ashland Black 40CUR3CABBL

4 Cubby Cabinet 
22" w x 16" d x 67.5" h 
Oak 40CUR4CAB 
Ashland Black 40CUR4CABBL

Doors 
19" w x 14.5" d x 15" h

Drawers 
18.5" w x 12.5" d x 4.625" h

Oak Ashland Black
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

divya

authentic artisan craftsmanship
Over two years in the making, in collaboration with artisans in the remote city of Udaipur, India, our Divya cabinets are inspired by traditional 
designs and authentic artistry passed down from generation to generation. These modern, handcrafted case pieces feature mosaic floral 
motifs—hand-drawn by our designer—reminiscent of the naturally elegant jasmine found growing amongst the palaces and lakes of 
Udaipur. Each cabinet door takes ten days to complete, as artisans select and shape each bone by hand. As our artisans are non-violent 
and strict vegetarians, our bone is humanely sourced from naturally deceased water buffalo that roam the streets and countryside of India.

product details
 � Cabinets are handcrafted by artisans in Udaipur, India. Frames are built using solid oak wood, 

oak veneers, and engineered hardwood that is painted and finished by hand.

 � Bone inlaid into cabinet doors is selected, shaped, polished, and smoothed by hand, before 

being placed carefully, one at a time onto each door.

 � Due their hand-crafted nature, each cabinet door features a unique combination of inlay shapes. 

While their overall design remains consistent, no two cabinets will appear exactly the same.

 � Bone used in this collection is ethically and sustainably sourced from naturally deceased water 

buffalo, which roam the streets and countryside of India.

 � As our artisans are non-violent and strict vegetarians, each piece is constructed without conflict.

 � Resin is poured over cabinet doors, securing inlays to the cabinet’s surface and providing 

contrast to accentuate the elegant floral motif.

 � Resin surfaces are sanded and finished by hand, creating a concrete-like texture with high and 

low tones that contrast the warm bone and painted wood.

 � Wooden surfaces are hand-painted to complement the cabinet’s doors. A coat of clear lacquer 

provides added protection and a subtle sheen.

 � Cord management holes accommodate electronics and bar appliances.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied finishes. Individual 

pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant 

for care recommendations.

3-Door Cabinet 
63.5" w x 18.5" d x 31.5" h
40DIVYACAB

divya  |  wall collection  |  made in India
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ADJUSTABLE SHELF

CORD 
MANAGEMENT (QTY-2)

ADJUST PUSH LATCH
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ADJUST PUSH LATCH AND HINGES

ADJUST UP/DOWN 

ADJUST FORWARD
&

BACKWARD

ADJUST PUSH LATCH
ONCE DOOR LEVEL

5 MM ADJUST DOOR LEVEL
FOR OPEN ROTATE ANTICLOCKWISE

FOR CLOSE ROTATE CLOCKWISE
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

ARTISAN FINISHED
Many of our pieces may vary slightly in 
color, pattern and texture due to the 
nature of multi-layered fi nishes that 
are hand-applied by our craftsmen. 
Hand-applied fi nishes may include some 
small splits, knots, joint lines and other 
natural properties that will add interest 
without affecting performance. Materials 
may also display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity. We believe 
these variances from piece to piece only 
add to an individual’s unique, artisan-
crafted character.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
fi nished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Mid-Century Retro-Chic 
Invoking the fi nery of Howard Hughes and the jet-setting, 
international sophistication and high-fashion of the mid-20th 
century—as if pulled from the pages of an Ian Fleming novel—our 
Ellison Console perfectly exemplifi es the height of modern styling. 
Accented by antiqued brass, inset handles and constructed with a 

sharp, angular silhouette, this retro-chic media console is framed 
in mahogany and mindi wood. A dark, burnished brown fi nish and 
subtle detailing brings out the warmth of the wood’s texture and 
complements this classic aesthetic.

ELLISON
wall collection

made in INDONESIA

DISCOUNTINUED
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ELLISON page 2

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone as 
this will cut through the lacquer finish over time and damage 
your piece.

 u Use coasters, trivets and felt pads under objects to preserve the 
finish of this piece.

 u Never place hot dishes on surfaces; we recommend the use of 
felt-backed tablemats.

 u Prolonged use of hot electrical equipment on top of furniture 
may also cause scorching.

 u Always avoid exposure to direct sunlight or heat (e.g. by 
placing it in front of a radiator) as this can cause cracking 
and potential fading; a minimum 30 cm clearance from heat 
sources is advised. 

 u Do not drag piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints.

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Toys, buckles and heels will scratch furnishings—try to prevent 
these objects from coming into contact with your piece(s).

product details
 u Hand-finished in a rich, dark, Burnished Brown stain.

 u Constructed from mahogany and mindi wood solids and 
veneers.

 u Sliding doors accented by brass, vented, inset handles with an 
antique finish.

 u Cord management holes accommodate media equipment and 
other electronics.

 u Shelving is adjustable and removable.

recommended care
 u For daily maintenance, clean wood using a mild soap and water 

solution. Towel-dry immediately.

 u Dust wood with a soft, dry cloth and buff periodically using a 
non-wax furniture polish such as Guardsman® Wood Polish.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

TV Console 40EL68BRTVCN 
68" w x 20" d x 23" h

PARTS:
91511ELLCOV= Cord Hole Cover
91511ELLGND= Brass Insert Handle
91511ELLROLU= Door Roller Up- Lower
91511ELLVNT= Ventilator

DISCOUNTINUED
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fleetwood  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

fleetwood

celebrating the organically beautiful
Sustainably grown in Indonesia, the Suar wood displayed on our Fleetwood Cabinet showcases warm tones of rich brown and bold 
organic patterns. The front of this stunning piece is formed by two solid slabs—one for cabinet doors and the other for drawer fronts. These 
naturally beautiful surfaces are sanded by hand for a smooth feel and artfully finished with lacquer to accentuate the wood’s natural light and 
dark coloring and varying grain. A complementary solid steel base creates a contemporary style that both contrasts and accentuates the 
wood elements.

product details
 u Handcrafted by Indonesian artisans from slabs of solid suar wood and suar 

veneers complemented by a solid steel base.

 u Two solid slabs are used to cabinet’s front surfaces—one slab is used for the 
cabinet doors and another slab is used for the drawer fronts.

 u Natural wood surfaces are hand-sanded and lacquered to accentuate the 
organic highs and lows in their color and grain pattern.

 u The contemporary, solid steel base features a chic black finish.

 u Drawers feature undermounted, soft close glides.

 u Cabinets feature adjustable/removable shelving and cord management holes 
to accommodate electronics.

 u Each piece may vary slightly in color, grain and texture. Some small splits, 
knots or joint lines may occur, adding unique character without affecting 
performance.

 u All natural wood will display movement from season to season due to changes 
in temperature and humidity.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, as with all fine, wood 
finishes, should be protected from heat and moisture.

 u Handcrafted wood surfaces are easily maintained with soap and water. Non-
wax Guardsman® Wood Polish can be used as needed.

Media Cabinet 
70.75" w x 18" d x 32" h 
40FLEET71CN PARTS:

91907HNG= Door Hinge
917907DRGLD= Drawer Glides

DISCOUNTINUED
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french industrial  |  desk collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

french industrial

for industrial chic libraries
Taking inspiration from linen factory shelving found in Northern France, our French Industrial Bookcase Collection is airy yet substantial. 
These industrial-chic bookcases are artfully detailed with forged accents along iron frames. Mango wood shelving is hand-stained in a 
neutral grey wash to accentuate the wood’s natural texture and grain patterns—preserving the organic details amongst the surrounding 
dark metal. Powder-coated and lacquered finishes protect surfaces from daily use, making them a perfectly practical addition to any library, 
living room, or kitchen.

product details
 u Craftsman-built frames are constructed from solid iron. Shelves 
are made from solid mango wood.

 u Iron frames are hand-finished with a black powder coating and 
copper stain to achieve a layered, multi-tonal patina.

 u Mango shelving is hand-stained with a neutral grey wash to 
complement wood’s natural patterns and textures.

 u Shelves are fully adjustable to accommodate any storage or 
display needs.

 u Metal frames and wood shelving are lacquered for added 
protection and a subtle, satin sheen.

Single Bookcase 
34" w x 16" d x 75" h  
40FRCHINDSGBK

Double Bookcase 
64" w x 16" d x 75" h 
40FRCHINDDBBK
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FRENCH INDUSTRIAL BOOKCASE

PARTS INCLUDED

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

NO. ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY.

1

2

3 pcs.

1 pc.

3

3pcs.

Iron Vertical Panel

Iron Top Frame

Cross Frame &

 Bottom Angle

NO. ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY.

4

5

1 pc.

10 pcs.

6

14pcs.

Wood Top Panel

Wood Shelf

Allen Bolt

Shelf Brackets
20 pcs.

Unpack the cartons of each components separately.

Step 1

 Keep the 3 iron vertical panel on the floor perpendicular.

 Allign the top iron frame against iron vertical panel

 First tighten the allen bolt using allen key on the central iron vertical panel
 Then, tighten the allen bolt using allen key on both left and right iron

vertical panels.

1pc.
Allen Key

7

8

Step 2

  Use the bottom “L” angle to fix with bottom of the iron vertical panel
using allen bolt on centre, left and right position.

Page  1 of 3

91FRCHDBBLHW: Double Bookcase Assembly HDW
91FRCHSNGHW: Single Bookcase Assembly HDW
91FRCINDSSUP: Single and Double Shelf Support (Set of 2) 
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FRENCH INDUSTRIAL BOOKCASE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Step 3
Fix the iron cross bar on the back side of the iron vertical panel using allen bolt
 First, tighten the allen bolt at the centre point and then tighten the allen

bolt on both left and right side

Step 4
         Keep the iron panel on straight
 Then fix the top wood panel using screw.

Step 5

Insert iron Bracket on the oval shape hole according to shelf placement required.

Page  2 of 3
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FRENCH INDUSTRIAL BOOKCASE

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Step 6

       Each wooden panel has marked with “L” Left and “R” Right. Follow the direction
       while place wooden shelf on the iron bracket
       Then place the wooden shelf on inserted iron bracket firmly.
        Like the continue to add iron bracket and shelf according to your requirements.

Step 7

      Assembly is complete

Page  3 of 3
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geometric  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

geometric

sculptural media cabinetry
Showcasing a sculptural, multi-faceted design, our Geometric Collection is artfully crafted to accentuate its post-modern-inspired style. 
Hand-built from solid mahogany and oak veneers, these statement-making media cabinets feature hand-painted finishes selected to 
complement the wood’s organic features, creating interesting contrast against rigid silhouettes. Cabinet interiors contain adjustable shelving 
to accommodate media, electronics and more.

product details
 u Cabinets are craftsman-built from solid mahogany and oak 
veneers.

 u Wood surfaces are hand-sanded and lightly stained to accentuate 
the wood’s natural texture.

 u Wood finishes are lacquered for added protection and a subtle 
sheen.

 u Cabinets features adjustable/removable shelving and cord 
management holes to accommodate electronics.

 u Cabinet doors operate with spring-touch locking mechanisms.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Media Cabinet 
69.5" w x 18" d x 31.5" h 
Jepara Natural 40GEO69NT 
Jepara Espresso 40GEO69BRN

Jepara Natural Jepara Espresso

Finishes:

PARTS:
91PUSHLATCH= Door Push Latch
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giada  |  bell’ arte wall collection  |  made in Italy Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

giada

details straight from 1952
Sometimes the most beautiful details come in the most unexpected places. That’s certainly true of our Giada Collection. Hand-finished like 
the other pieces in our Bell’Arte Collection, Giada showcases something truly special—a back panel that’s been hand-painted with a rubber 
roller from 1952. Found left behind in an old warehouse, we incorporated this vintage piece into each cabinet for a special heirloom-like 
quality that’ll certainly spark conversation. Like other pieces in the Bell’Arte Collection, Giada features a labor-intensive finishing process that 
ensures no two pieces are alike. 

product details
 u As with the rest of our Arhaus-exclusive Bell’Arte Collection, these pieces are 

handcrafted in a region of Italy renowned for its furniture-making.

 u Craftsman-built from tulip wood—a wood prized in the making of fine furniture.

 u Hand-applied Fiore finishes are layered with stain, paint, and glaze to achieve a 
timeworn appearance with elegant detailing.

 u Italian artisans meticulously carve and paint all details by hand, making each truly 
one-of-a-kind.

 u After the finishing process, which takes three days to complete, the artisans sign and 
date their work.

 u Cord management holes accommodate electronics and media equipment. 

 u Due to the nature of materials used and hand-applied finishes, color, pattern, and 
texture may vary, making each piece unique.

 u Wood furnishings may also display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other natural 
features. These markings are normal and will not affect the performance of your piece.

 u Due to changes in temperature or humidity, wood furnishings may display slight 
movement from season to season.

 u Regular maintenance of wood surfaces and antique finishes are required. For 
additional information, please visit arhaus.com

 u If you wish, the artisans can specially customize your Bell’Arte piece by hand-
painting your name (up to three words) on the underside for no additional cost.

Console 
71" w x 21.25" d x 39.5" h 
P6GYCBS

Bookcase 
71" w x 21.25" d x 92" h 
40P6G1BCKT

*All Bell’Arte furnishings are made to order.
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giada  |  bell’ arte wall collection  |  made in Italy Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

personalization form
* If you wish, the artisans can specially customize your Bell’Arte piece by hand-painting
your name (up to three words) on the underside for no additional cost.

personalized description

*The personalization can include up to 3 words. No symbols or characters. This should be hand written in all caps.

Print Name:

Signature of Applicant: Date:
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reminiscent of old hollywood, 
and influenced by the bold geometry of 1920s Art Deco 

architecture, the Isla Collection adds a touch of drama to any 

space. Its glamorous designs are crafted using a combination 

of solid tulipwood and engineered hardwood. Distressed 

hardware and antiqued mirrored surfaces finished with silver 

leaf add a vintage touch to these otherwise timeless pieces.

page 1

isla
accent collection

made in Asia

artisan finished
Many of our pieces may vary slightly 
in color, pattern and texture due to the 
nature of multi-layered finishes that are 
hand-applied by our craftsmen. Hand-
applied finishes may include some small 
splits, knots, joint lines and other natural 
properties that will add interest without 
affecting performance. Materials may also 
display movement from season to season 
because of changes in temperature and 
humidity. We believe these variances from 
piece to piece only add to an individual’s 
unique, artisan-crafted character.

handcrafted quality
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections are 
distinctive and designed to bring pleasure 
to you in your home for years to come. 
Each piece is handcrafted, made using 
traditional skills and techniques, and 
hand-painted, distressed and finished to 
ensure each item becomes an heirloom in 
your home.

renewable resources
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Caution: Overtightening hardware can cause cracking. Dimensions may vary slightly. Please 
ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

DISCOUNTINUED
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isla page 2

recommended care
 u Dust with a soft, dry cloth. 

 u Avoid sunlight and heat, which could cause cracking or fading.

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone.

 u Use coasters, trivets and felt pads to preserve the finish.

 u Never place hot dishes on surfaces; use felt-backed tablemats.

 u Prolonged use of hot electrical equipment may also cause 
scorching.

product details
 u All mirrored surfaces are antiqued with a silver leaf finish. 

 u Frames are crafted from solid tulipwood and engineered 
hardwood with chamfered corners and tapered legs.

 u Drawers have hand-painted interiors and will vary from piece to 
piece. 

 u Drawers are accented with antiqued drawer pulls and have full-
extension metal glides.

 u The Writing Desk is finished on all sides and features 
five drawers.

 u The File Cabinet’s file drawer is adjustable to legal and letter size 
paperwork and includes metal rods for hanging folders.

 u The Table Lamp has an antiqued, mirrored metal base, a linen 
shade and a 3-way switch.

 u The Table Lamp takes one 100-watt max bulb (not included). We 
recommend and energy saving LED light bulb. Use CFL bulb for 
Title 20 compliance. UL Listed.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, as 
with all fine, wood finishes, should be protected from heat and 
moisture.

 u Handcrafted wood surfaces are easily maintained with soap 
and water. Non-wax Guardsman® Wood Polish can be used as 
needed.

Writing Desk 55ISLAWRTDK2 
48" w x 24" d x 30" h

File Cabinet 55ISLAFL2 
21.75" w x 20.75" d x 27.75" h 

Side Table 45ISLANT2 
21.5" w x 15.75" d x 29.5" h

32" Side Table 45ISLA32NT2 
32" w x 15.75" d x 29.5" h

Isla Table Lamp 65594L0399 
16" w x 9" d x 30" h

7-Drawer Accent Chest 45ISLA7DR
66" w x 20" d x 37" h

3-Drawer Accent Chest 45ISLACHST2
42" w x 19" d x 34.5" h

2-Over-4 Accent Chest 45ISLA242
41.75" w x 19" d x 50.5" h

Jewelry Chest  45ISLAJWLBX
18" w x 14" d x 45" h

DISCOUNTINUED
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isla page 3

Side Table

3 Drawer Accent Chest 2 Over 4 Hall Chest Jewelry Chest

File CabinetWriting Desk

7 Drawer Hall ChestTable Lamp32" Side Table

DISCOUNTINUED
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kensington  |  wall collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

kensington

well-traveled cabinetry
Salvaged from structures in rural China, each plank of reclaimed pine in our Kensington Media Cabinet is characterized by distinctive knots, joint 
lines, and other natural features, which impart unique character and an elegantly rustic aesthetic. Beautiful variances in wood grain and color are 
complemented by a hand-sculpted bluestone top, cut by artisans and protected with a clear finish. Both materials have made a winding journey to 
your home, and within each marking, there exists a whisper of rare history.

product details
 u Handcrafted from solid, reclaimed pine salvaged from old structures in rural farming regions. 

 u Reclaimed wood is selected as a way to contribute to a healthy and renewable ecosystem.

 u Due to size variance in the wood, number of planks in each piece may vary.

 u Console tops are hand-sculpted from a solid slab of bluestone and given rounded, bullnose edges.

 u Extensive, artisan-crafted finishes are applied by hand.

 u Reclaimed wood is bleached, hand-painted, lacquered, and waxed for a warm, rich finish.

 u Bluestone tops are finished with a clear protective wax. 

 u Glass cabinet doors allow for easy access to media components. 

 u Drawers and cabinet doors feature antique brass pulls.

 u Each cabinet section features an adjustable/removable shelf.

 u Cord management holes accommodate electronics and media components.

 u Due to the nature of materials used and hand-applied finishes, color, pattern, and texture may vary, 

making each piece unique.

 u Wood furnishings may also display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other natural features. 
These markings are normal and will not affect the performance of your piece.

 u Due to changes in temperature or humidity, wood furnishings may display slight movement 
from season to season.

 u Regular maintenance of reclaimed wood and bluestone surfaces is required. For additional 
information, please visit arhaus.com

53" Media Cabinet 
53" w x 17" d x 34" h 
Barnwood Brown 40KENSMTVBRKT2 
Barnwood Natural 40KENSMTVKT2

75" Media Cabinet 
75" w x 19" d x 35" h 
Barnwood Brown 40KENTVBRKT2 
Barnwood Natural 40KENTVKT2

Barnwood
Natural

Barnwood
Brown

Finishes: 

PARTS:
91769KMDHNG= 75" Media Hinges

DISCOUNTINUED
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Assembly instruction of SE-0248-a-2 
Warning: This product requires 2 or more people for assembly & moving.

 This cabinet includes the following components: 

   One package of fittings 

40ANCABKENB: Bookcase Hinges 

  left cabinet 1X            right cabinet 1X 

Assembly steps as follow: 

1、 Put the left and right cabinets on the required position,keep the distance to the wall not less than 50CM 
for assembling.Put the two cabinets together,and tight them together with below screws.Connect position are 

located under top+bottom shelf. 

 connecting screws  L shaped bracket 4X  

Fixing the L shaped bracket to the cabinet and the wall as illustrated in the pictures below: 

DISCOUNTINUED
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Warning: The L shaped bracket  must be fixed to both the wall and cabinet,or the cabinet will tilt forward  when 

door(s) are opened. 

The final appearance as shown below: 

DISCOUNTINUED
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lawrence  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

lawrence

larger than life
Thoughtfully designed for everyday function, our handcrafted Lawrence Media Cabinet features a solid mindi wood construction and 
a veneered herringbone design on its front doors. The two large front doors slide open to reveal storage for your television and media 
components. The central cabinet is flanked by ten spacious shelves, which provide ample storage for books, artwork, keepsakes, and 
décor. The beautifully rich, statement-making finish is artfully applied by hand and complemented by bold brass hardware.

product details
 u Handcrafted from solid mindi wood and mindi veneers. 

 u Mindi wood is indigenous to Indonesia and features grain patterns 
similar to oak.

 u Doors slide open and closed to conceal your media components. 

 u The cabinet’s central cavity measures 50" w x 15" d x 41.5" h with 
the shelf removed.

 u Ten spacious shelves flank the center cabinet, five on either side. 

 u Features cord management holes to accommodate electronics.

 u Finishes are complemented by bold brass hardware.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, as with all 
fine, wood finishes, should be protected from heat and moisture.

 u Handcrafted wood surfaces are easily maintained with soap and 
water. Non-wax Guardsman® Wood Polish can be used as needed.

Media Cabinet 
112.5" w x 19" d x 86.5" h 
40LAW112BR3KT

Finish: 
Midnight Java

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

DISCOUNTINUED
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1

Hardware
A = = 8 Pcs

2
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

AA

A

Joint sides unit with center unit using assembling bolt ( A ) and tight firmly using allen key ( G ).

B =

C =

D =

E =

F =

G =

Place the three units in final position leveled.

H =

= 1 Pc K =

= 1 Pc

= 2 Pcs

= 6 Pcs

= 6 Pcs

= 6 Pcs

= 6 Pcs

= 28 Pcs L = = 12 Pcs

40LAWCTR112
40LAWLFT112
40LAWRHT112
40LAWDRS112
40LAWRAILS112

Assembling Instruction Lawrence Wall Unit (719.816)

I = = 1 Pc

J = = 1 Pc

A

A

A

A

PARTS
91378LADORHAND: Door Handle
91378LAWHAND: Drawer Handle
91378LAWHEEL: Door Wheel w/ Bracket
91378LAWPULL: Drawer Pull

91378LAWHW
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3

Install top rail, use washer ( C )  and nut ( B ) from inside .

Install all ring and nuts before tightening using wrench ( J ).

5

B

C

4

Install bottom rail, use bolt and washer ( D & E) ).

Install all ring and bolts before tightening with wrench ( I ).

E

5

Top rail

Bottom rail

Install doors by hanging the wheels on

top rail and same time ensuring that the

metal guide on bottom of doors is inside

the groove on bottom rail.

J

I

D
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6

The adjustment have to be done while doors are in open and in closed position.

Ensuring the doors are hanging straight following side cabinets, and same time lining

up when closed.

H

To adjust doors turn the adjustment screws on top of the wheel brackets

by using allen key ( H ).

Straight

Lining up

Adjustment

 screws

Straight

7

K

Tighten bolt of wheels after adjusting the doors, using wrench (K),

carefully not chipping the finish.
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8

F

F

F

F

Install shelf support ( F ) into the holes and install adjustable shelf for side units and

center unit.
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madison  |  desk collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

madison

a modern mix of structure and style
A satisfying combination of wood and metal coalesces in the open, chic shelving of our Madison collection. Featuring just enough styling in 
grey wood tones and textured metal brackets, these clean and contemporary, minimalistic designs are thoughtfully crafted to support the 
rest of the room. Dress them up or dress them down, these necessary neutral display and storage pieces will easily complement any décor 
aesthetic.

Stone on 
Ash

Finish:

product details
 u Craftsman-built bookshelves are constructed from solid iron and 
mindi wood veneers.

 u Multilayered finishes are applied by hand. Iron surfaces are 
leafed and antiqued; while wood surfaces are sanded, stained, 
sealed, and glazed to create a more rustic element.

 u Finishes are lacquered for added protection and a subtle satin 
sheen.

 u Bookshelves are anchored to walls via center brackets at 
installation to prevent tipping.

Single Bookcase 
40" w x 16" d x 79.5" h 
40MADNRWBKKT

Double Bookcase 
70" w x 16" d x 79.5" h 
40MADDBLBKKT
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91MADDBLBHW: Assembly HDW
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NO. 

® BASE 

@ SHELF 

© TOP 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
MADISON - SINGLE BOOKCASE 

PARTS LIST QTY NO. PARTS LIST 

1 pc @ RIGHT METAL BAR 

4 pcs ® HEXAGONAL BOLT 

@ SPRING WASHER 

1 pc 

® WASHER 

@) 
@ LEFT METAL BAR 5 pcs 

ALLEN KEY 

G) D

QTY 

5 pcs 

36 pcs 

36 pcs 

6 pcs 

2 pcs 

91MADNRWHW: Assembly HDW
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mandara  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

mandara

an authentic work of art
Completely hand-carved over four days by a single artisan—each piece of our Mandara collection is sculpted from solid mahogany. 
Indonesian craftsmen create stunning designs in small, limited quantities using traditional, time-honored techniques. Featuring incredible 
detailing and intricately scrolling floral motifs, every wooden surface of these masterpiece cabinets is artisan-finished and lacquered for 
added protection and subtle sheen. Simple finishes emphasize every carved pattern, allowing natural shadows to define each sculpted line 
and curve.

product details
 u Handcrafted by Indonesian artisans from solid mahogany and mahogany 

veneers.

 u Scrolling floral motifs are meticulously hand-carved over four days by a single 

artisan, using traditional tools and techniques.

 u Each wooden surface is carefully finished by craftsmen and coated in lacquer for 

added protection and to accentuate its hand-sculpted detailing.

 u Cabinets are supported by strong and durable steel legs.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 

finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making 

each truly unique.

 u Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic features 

that will not affect the quality or performance of your piece.

 u Cabinet doors are backed with glass panels.

 u Cabinets features adjustable/removable shelving and cord management holes to 

accommodate electronics.

 u Cabinet doors operate with spring-touch locking mechanisms.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 

Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Cabinet 
51" w x 20" d x 57" h 
Jepara White 40MAND51WH 
Jepara Natural 40MAND51GR

2-Door Cabinet 
36.25" w x 17.75" d x 31.75" h 
Jepara White 40MAND2DWH
Jepara Natural 40MAND2DGR

Media Cabinet 
70.75" w x 17.75" d x 31.75" h 
Jepara White 40MAND71WH 
Jepara Natural 40MAND71GR

Jepara NaturalJepara White

Finishes:

PARTS:
91MANDPEG= Peg Screw – Silver
91MNDCBLEVEL= Cabinet Leveler – Black
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through 
interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

nyles

unexpected aesthetics
Handcrafted by flooring artisans, our stunning Nyles cabinet marries Mexican woodworking tradition with the aesthetics of century-old 
parquetry. Each cabinet is hand-built from solid oak complemented by oak veneers and a steel frame. Wooden surfaces are finished by 
hand with a light stain to even out the oak’s color and accentuate its natural textures and graining. Bi-fold doors and removable shelves 
provide storage versatility that fits any space.

product details
 � Cabinets are craftsman-built by Mexican artisans from solid oak and oak veneers 

complemented by tubular steel framing.

 � Wood surfaces are hand-finished to enhance the oak’s natural features. A light, evenly 

applied stain evens color.

 � Finished surfaces are coated with a clear lacquer for added protection and a subtle 

sheen.

 � Bi-fold doors wrap around cabinets, providing easy, wide-open access.

 � Cabinets feature removable shelves to accommodate all storage and display needs.

 � Cord management holes accommodate electronics, keeping cords neat and out of sight.

 � Levelers under cabinet bases provide stability and allow for easy adjustments.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied finishes. 

Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making each truly unique.

 � Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic features that will 

not affect the quality or performance of your piece.

 � Furniture made from natural wood may move slightly due to temperature and humidity. 

This is normal and should be expected from season to season.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design 

Consultant for care recommendations.

Cabinet 
52" w x 20" d x 72" h 
40NYLESCAB

nyles  |  wall collection  |  made in Mexico
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palmer  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

palmer

handcrafted displays of solid wood and iron, where art and entertainment await.
Solid, American oak or Indonesian mango wood is combined with an iron, Parsons-style base to create the warm, contemporary style of 
our Palmer Wall Collection. Each of these graceful pieces becomes a media showcase or a home library, where your precious treasures can 
be viewed or borrowed anytime—and are never overdue.  

product details
 u Pieces finished in Natural Oak are handcrafted of solid oak wood grown and harvested in the United States.

 u Pieces finished in Bali Brown are handcrafted of solid Indonesian mango wood.

 u Pieces finished in Bronzed Oak are handcrafted of American-grown solid oak and oak veneers finished in a 
walnut stain.

 u Metal frames of Bronzed Oak pieces are hand-painted in brass.

 u All wood used to craft these pieces is sustainably grown and harvested.

 u Each wood plank is hand-finished with a weathered appearance, displaying unique texture and 
accentuating the wood’s natural features.

 u Artisans apply a matte lacquer to each piece for extra protection and a subtle sheen.

 u Parsons-style iron bases are powder-coated to prevent rusting and provide a protective finish.

 u TV Console features adjustable/removable shelving on each side and cord management holes to 
accommodate electronics.

 u Due to the hand-applied, multi-layered finishing, each piece will vary slightly in shading and grain pattern, 
creating a unique appearance.

 u Some small splits, knots, joint lines and other natural features may occur, but will not affect a piece’s 
performance.

 u All natural wood will display movement from season to season due to temperature and humidity.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, as with all fine, wood finishes, should be protected 
from heat and moisture.

 u Handcrafted wood surfaces are easily maintained with soap and water. Non-wax Guardsman® Wood 
Polish can be used as needed.

2-Door TV Console 
60" w x 20" d x 30" h
Natural Oak 40PALMO2DTV2 
Bali Brown 40PALMBR2DTV 
Bronzed Oak 40PALMMT2DTV

24" Bookcase 
24" w x 15.75" d x 76" h 
Natural Oak 40PALMO24BK2 
Bali Brown 40PALMBR24BK 
Bronzed Oak 40PALMMT24BK

40" Bookcase 
39.5" w x 15.75" d x 76" h 
Natural Oak 55PALMOBK2 
Bali Brown 55PALMBR40BK 
Bronzed Oak 55PALMMT40BK

Angled Bookcase 
21.5" w x 16" d x 73" h 
Natural Oak 40PALMOABK2 
Bali Brown 40PALMBRABK 
Bronzed Oak 40PALMMTABK

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Finishes: Natural Oak Bronzed OakBali Brown

PARTS:
91PALMTVOP= TV Console Oak Drawer Pull
91PALMTVOK= TV Console Oak Door Knob
91PALMTVBP= TV Console Brown Drawer Pull
91PALMTVBK= TV Console Brpwn Door Knob
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Media Easel

Hardware Kit

A = = 4 Pcs

Rest the cut out on the Easel, on the back edge of cabinet.

Check that the Easel is centered on cabinet.

1

Install 4 pcs screw A to lock the Easel in place2

A

A

3

4

B

B

B

Insert the left hand side bracket behind the Easel, make sure the

bracket is sitting flush with the bottom wood edge of the cabinet.

Install screws B.

B = = 8 Pcs

B

B

B

Insert the right hand side bracket behind the Easel, make sure the

bracket is sitting flush with the bottom wood edge of the cabinet.

Install screws B.

C = = 2 Pcs

40TREMESL
40TREMESL2

40PALMESL
40PALMESL2

PARTS:
91PALMTVOP= TV Console Oak Drawer Pull  91PALMTVOK= TV Console Oak Door Knob 
91PALMTVBP= TV Console Brown Drawer Pull  91PALMTVBK= TV Console Brpwn Door Knob
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reese  |  wall collection  |  made in Asia Caution: Overtightening hardware can cause cracking. Dimensions may vary slightly. Please 
ensure furnishings fit through interior structures and into desired space before purchase.

reese

vintage-inspired glamour
Inspired by the art deco aesthetics and architecture of the 1920s, each glamorous design in our Reese Collection is craftsman-built with 
beveled glass surfaces framed in solid parawood and tulip wood veneers ornamented by artfully sculpted detailing. Each reverse-painted 
glass surface is artisan-finished using traditional 19th-century techniques for a chic effect. Durable cabinet frames are accentuated by 
tapered legs and elegantly hand-finished wood trim, which create delicate silhouettes. Midcentury-inspired hardware is finished with an 
antiqued silver patina, adding an eclectically vintage touch to these fabulous pieces.

Galleria 
Grey

Galleria 
Blush

Finishes:

product details
 u Cabinet frames are craftsman-built from solid parawood with tulip 
wood veneers.

 u Finished glass has been reverse-painted using 19th century finishing 
techniques and beautiful neutral tones.

 u Reverse-painted glass surfaces feature beveled panels to achieve a 
jewel-like appearance and provide contrast in texture.

 u Hand-applied finishes are artfully antiqued to create a rustic-chic 
appearance.

 u Wood surfaces are lacquered for added protection and a subtle satin 
sheen.

 u Drawers are accented with antiqued, silver-finished drawer pulls and 
sit on side-mounted metal glides.

 u Regular maintenance of wood and mirrored glass surfaces is 
required. For additional information, please visit arhaus.com

3-Door Cabinet 
66" w x 19" d x 34.5" h
Galleria Grey 40REESECABGR 
Galleria Blush 40REECABBLSH
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   D = Phillips screws M4x20mm 4 Pcs

    TOOLS NEEDED

      Phillips head screwdriver (not provided)

     HARDWARE LIST

 A = Plastic brackets 4 Pcs

 B = Restraint straps 2 Pcs

   E = Plastic anchors 4 Pcs

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

      Dust often using a clean, soft, dry lint-free cloth.

      Blot spills immediately, and wipe with a clean, damp cloth.

           For glass surface, clean with glass or mirror cleaner and a soft cloth. Never use a scouring pad.

           Take care not to use any glass/ mirror cleaning product on a wooden surface.

1 2

   C = Phillips screws M4x30mm 4 Pcs

   H = Knob 3 Pcs

   F = Pan Head Machine Screw 3 Pcs

   G = Plastic Washer 3 Pcs

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS REESE 3 DOOR PAINTED GREY
40REECAB

F

H
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1. Attach one of the mounting brackets near the top back edge of

the furniture piece by inserting the shorter screws.

2. Determine the final position of the furniture piece. Mark location

on the wall pproximately 2" below the bracket mounted to the

back of the furniture.

3. Drill a starter hole into the wall stud. If wall stud is not available,

drill a hole into the wall and insert plastic anchor. Gently tap the

anchor until the flange of the anchor is flush with the wall.

4. Attach the second bracket by inserting the longer screw through

the bracket and into the wall.

5. Place the furniture so the bracket on the back edge is in line with

the bracket on the wall.

6. Lace one end of the nylon restraint strap down through each

bracket. Bring both ends together and slide the beaded end until

it snap locks into the keyhole slot.

7. To double lock, return the beaded end back through the

keyholes as shown.

8. Check to make sure the strap is securely laced and locked to the

brackets.

3

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS REESE 3 DOOR PAINTED GREY
40REECAB
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reyne  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

reyne

an ode to midcentury modern design.
Craftsman-built with a clean, compact silhouette and sophisticated yet casual styling, our modular Rayne Collection of storage and display 
cabinetry is easily configured to fit rooms both spacious and small. Case frames are constructed from solid mahogany and mindi wood 
veneers with textured, wire-brushed surfaces. Subtle, curves and hand-applied multilayered finishes are artfully designed to create a 
modern look, accentuating and elevating the natural textures and colors of each wooden surface.

product details
 u Craftsman-built frames are constructed from solid mahogany 
and surfaced with mindi wood veneers for a smooth finish.

 u Clay finishes are applied by hand, layering stain and seal to 
enhance the wood surfaces’ natural features.

 u Finishes are lacquered for added protection and a subtle satin 
sheen.

 u Drawers are mounted on soft-close glides for easy opening and 
closing.

 u Shelves are adjustable and removable to accommodate all 
storage needs.

 u Media Unit cavity measures 54.75” w x 18” d x 55” h.

Media Unit 
98.75" w x 18" d x 80.75" h 
40REYMDUNIT

Media Console 
54.75" w x 18" d x 25.75" h 
40REYNEMCON

2-Drawer Cabinet 
22" w x 18" d x 25.75" h
40REYNE2DRW

Hutch 
22" w x 12" d x 55" h 
40REYNEHTCH

DISCOUNTINUED
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 PRODUCT NAME: REYNE NARROW HUTCH 
 ITEM NUMBER    : 40REYNEHTCH 

   DIMENSIONS OF ITEM ASSEMBLED: 51’’ H X 22’’ W X 12’’ D 

 MADE IN INDONESIA  
  Date: 07-26-2017  Page 1 of 4 
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Ltr. Qty. Hardware included 

A    4 
Screw 

B     2 
   Mending plate 

C 1 Anti Tip Kit 

 Step 1: Align back of the Hutch with back of the Chest and secure with mending plates and screws, 
 as shown. 

 Page 2 of 4 

TOOLS NEEDED: 

Assembly may require 2 people. 

NOTE: When unpacking, lay the parts 
on a padded surface such as     

the packaging provided. 

A 

B 

91ANTITIPKIT
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  STEP 2: To remove adjustable shelves, remove screw from shelf support, then carefully lift shelves up 
  and out of the case.To reposition adjustable shelves, insert stem of shelf supports into holes 
 in end panel, as shown. Rest the shelf on  the shelf supports, and reinstall screws. 

    ANTI TIP Installation PART C: 

Ltr. Qty Hardware Included 

D 2 Small Screw 

F 2 
 Large Screw 

G 2 
 Brackets 

H 1 
 Retention Belt 

 Page 3 of 4 

HOLE

      SHELF SUPPORT

SCREW

SCREWDRIVER
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Attach the brackets (G) horizontally to the top of the back of the hutch using the small screws (D). 
Screw the remaining brackets (G) vertically 1 inch below the brackets attached to the hutch 

using the large screws (F). The large screws (F) should be screwed into a stud in the wall. Align the 
brackets vertically and string in the retention belt (H). Confirm strap is securely laced and locked. 

 Thank you for your purchase. 

 Page 4 of 4  

D 

F 

H 

G 
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reynolds  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

reynolds

artisan-detailed copper-faced cabinetry
Featuring artisan-finished metal fronts with hand-tooled detailing, our Reynold Cabinets are reminiscent of circular stonework found on 
the streets of Florence. Each stunning surface in this craftsman-built collection is made from solid hand-stained mahogany. Cabinet 
interiors provide ample storage for electronics, barware, and more, providing convenient functionality in any space—in addition to rustic, 
contemporary style.

product details
 u Case frames are artfully constructed with dark mahogany.

 u Mahogany surfaces are sanded and stained by hand.

 u Copper-finished cabinet doors feature hand-stamped copper 
surfaces complemented by a dark, oxidized patina. 

 u Zinc-finished cabinet doors feature hand-stamped aluminum 
surfaces complemented by a wire-brushed grey patina.

 u All surfaces are lacquered for added protection and a subtle 
sheen.

 u Cabinet features adjustable/removable shelving and cord 
management holes to accommodate electronics.

 u Cabinet doors operate with spring-touch locking mechanisms 
and feature interior storage compartments for smaller items.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to 
any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Media Cabinet 
70.75” w x 18” d x 33.75” h 
Copper 40REYN71CN 
Zinc 40REYN71CNZ

PARTS:
40REYDRPHLTH= Door Push Latch
917907HNG= Door Hinge

DISCOUNTINUED
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sofia  |  bell’ arte collection  |  made in Italy Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

sofia

a true masterpiece
Centuries-old woodworking techniques are used to craft every exquisite detail of our exclusive Bell’Arte collection. Handcrafted to order in 
a region of Italy renowned for its furniture-making, our dedicated artisans treat each unique piece like a work of art. Cabinetry is built from 
solid tulip wood and masterfully finished by hand, combining layers of stain, paint, and lacquer—a process which takes over three days to 
complete per piece. Our Sofia cabinets are inspired by authentic Italian antiques, featuring hand-painted motifs of birds for a touch of charm 
and warmth.

product details
 u As with the rest of our Arhaus-exclusive Bell’Arte Collection, these 

pieces are handcrafted in a region of Italy renowned for its furniture-
making.

 u Craftsman-built from tulip wood—a wood prized in the making of 
fine furniture.

 u Antique Uccello finishes are hand-painted. Layered stain, paint, and 
lacquered surfaces are artfully distressed, resulting in a timeworn 
appearance with elegant detailing. 

 u Sofia cabinets are decorated with meticulously hand-painted bird 
motifs for a touch of charm.

 u Italian artisans meticulously carve all details by hand, making each 
piece truly one-of-a-kind.

 u After the finishing process, which takes three days to complete, the 
artisans sign "Hand-painted in Italy" in Italian and date their work.

 u Cabinets feature convenient cord management holes to 
accommodate lighting and electronics.

 u If you wish, the artisans can specially customize your Bell’Arte 
piece by hand-painting your name (up to three words) on the 
underside for no additional cost.

Demilune Cabinet 
61.75" w x 24" d x 39.5" h 
Uccello Grigio P7SYCBS 
Uccello Nero P7SYCBZ 
Uccello Avorio P7SYCBY

*All Bell’Arte pieces are made to order.
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sofia  |  bell’ arte collection  |  made in Italy Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

personalization form
* If you wish, the artisans can specially customize your Bell’Arte piece by hand-painting
your name (up to three words) on the underside for no additional cost.

personalized description

*The personalization can include up to 3 words. No symbols or characters. This should be hand written in all caps.

Print Name:

Signature of Applicant: Date:
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spencer  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

spencer

anything but basic
Elevated by artisanal craftsmanship and sophisticated detailing, our Spencer Collection lends practical storage and contemporary 
aesthetics to any space. Benchmade cabinets concealing adjustable shelves are constructed from hand-finished mindi wood or white ash 
stained in versatile, neutral tones. Sliding doors feature glass panes elevated by matching, hand-stained mullions. Stack multiple cabinets 
together to create a dramatic and spacious storage solution.

product details
 u Spencer Black, Burnished Brown, and Nimbus case frames are crafted from 
solid mindi wood and mindi veneers.

 u Stone on Ash case frames are crafted from solid White Ash and ash veneers.

 u Finishes are painted by hand and lacquered for added protection and a subtle 
sheen.

 u Sliding doors are complemented by solid brass pulls featuring an antiqued 
finish. 

 u Each cabinet features cord management holes to accommodate electronics 
and media equipment.

 u Metal brackets with latch mechanisms keep stacked pieces securely in place.

 u The underside of each piece is lined with velvet to prevent scratching while 
stacked.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Spencer 
Black

Burnished 
Brown

Nimbus
Stone 
on Ash

Finishes:

Glass Door 
Spencer Black  40SMSPENBK 
Burnished Brown  40SMSPENBR2 
Nimbus 40SMSPENNMB 
Stone on Ash 40SMSPENSTN

Small Bookcase 
48" w x 20" d x 30" h

Glass Door 
Spencer Black  40SPENBL 
Burnished Brown 40SPENBR2 
Nimbus 40SPENNMB 
Stone on Ash 40SMSPENSTN

Large Bookcase 
71" w x 15" d x 30" h

PARTS:
40SPENBRHC= Hole Cover Brown
40SPENFWHC= Hole Cover French White
40SPENROLLST= Rollers
91511SPEN48BL= Old Hutch Shelf Black 48"

91511SPEN48BR= Hutch Shelf Brown 48"
91511SPEN48FW= Hutch Shelf French White 48"
91511SPEN48MP= Hutch Shelf MP 48"
91511SPEN71BL= Hutch Shelf Black 71"
91511SPEN71BR= Hutch Shelf Brown71"

91511SPEN71FW= Hutch Shelf French White 71"
91511SPEN71MP= Hutch Shelf MP 71"
91511SPENOLD= Old Door Roller Set
91511SPENROLL= Door Roller Set
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ARHAUS 
SPENCER 48" SHUTTER BOOKCASE 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

Tools Requires: 

Screw Driver 
(not included) 

: 1 pc 
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Step 1 : Put the bookcase above other bookcase. 

\ 
\ 

/ 
I 

I 
I 

----

Be careful not to damage bottom bookcase

top panel surface. 

Step 2 : Remove inside screw on each connector bar. 

/ 

__ ,,, 

Step 3 : Rotate connector bar to be vertical position 

following by attach the screw. 

Fasten using screw driver. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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PARTS:
91511SPENROLL: Door Roller Set
40SPENBRHC: Brown Hole Cover
40SPENFWHC: French White Hole Cover
91511SPEN48BL: Hutch Shelf 48" Black
91511SPEN48BR: Hutch Shelf 48" Brown
91511SPEN48FW: Hutch Shelf 48" French White
91511SPEN48MP: Hutch Shelf 48" Mill Pine
91SPNMNDPLT: Mending Plate  
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ARHAUS 
SPENCER 71" SHUTTER BOOKCASE 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

Tools Requires: 

Screw Driver 
(not included) 

: 1 pc @ ·=· ==�LJCLJ 
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Step 1 : Put the bookcase above other bookcase. 
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Be careful not to damage bottom bookcase

top panel surface. 

Step 2 : Remove inside screw on each connector bar. 
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Step 3 : Rotate connector bar to be vertical position 

following by attach the screw. 

Fasten using screw driver. 
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PARTS:

91511SPENROLL: Door Roller Set

40SPENBRHC: Brown Hole Cover

40SPENFWHC: French White Hole Cover

91SPNMNDPLT: Mending Plate

91511SPEN71BL: Hutch Shelf Black 71"
91511SPEN71BR: Hutch Shelf Brown 71"
91511SPEN71FW: Hutch Shelf French White 71"
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ARHAUS 
MILL PINE TRIPLE BOOKCASE 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

Tools Requires: 

Screw Driver 
(not included) 

: 1 pc @ ·=· ==�LJCLJ 
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Be careful not to damage bottom bookcase

top panel surface. 

Step 2 : Remove inside screw on each connector bar. 
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Step 3 : Rotate connector bar to be vertical position 

following by attach the screw. 

Fasten using screw driver. 

PARTS:

91511SPENROLL: Door Roller Set

40SPENBRHC: Brown Hole Cover

40SPENFWHC: French White Hole Cover

91SPNMNDPLT: Mending Plate
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sullivan  |  wall collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

sullivan

contemporary rustic cabinetry
Functional design at its best, our Sullivan Collection is artisan-crafted to frame your space in a grounded, contemporary aesthetic. Built by 
hand using sustainably sourced, reclaimed, European oak wood complemented by oversized iron hardware, each hand-stained surface 
features a smooth, contemporary finish that accentuates the natural character of the salvaged wood. These cabinets perfectly balance 
practicality, craftsmanship, and chic styling with sliding cabinet doors that can be easily moved to reveal or conceal media components, 
décor, or storage.

product details
 u Sullivan cabinets are handcrafted by artisans from reclaimed European oak, 
sustainably grown solid oak, and oak veneers. 

 u Reclaimed European oak wood is used in cabinet doors and drawers, 
showcasing its unique, naturally weathered features.

 u In addition to its stunning, natural appeal, our reclaimed wood is treasured 
in many of our collections as a contribution to preserving healthy and 
sustainable eco-systems.

 u Wood surfaces are hand-sanded, layered with several coats of glaze, and 
finished with a matte lacquer topcoat for added protection.

 u Sliding cabinet doors move easily to reveal or conceal shelving, providing 
options for both storage and display.

 u Cabinet doors are complemented by solid iron handles.

 u Sullivan Credenzas feature adjustable/removable shelving to accommodate 
any storage or display needs.

 u Cord management holes accommodate electronics and media equipment.

 u Drawers sit atop under-mounted glides.  

 u Wall Unit’s TV cavity size is 61” w x 10” d x 36” h.

 u All Sullivan pieces include anti-tip kits for added stability. 

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Wall Unit 
126" w x 15.75" d x 73.25" h 
40SULL126KT

Credenza 
80" w x 15.75" d x 26" h 
40SULLCON
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91HIB0134

91799064: 
Left and Right Legs (Set of 2)
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taja belle  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

taja belle

a love letter to classic, European design  
Inspired by 18th and 19th century, European architecture, our artisan-crafted Taja Belle Cabinet Collection showcases traditional 
styling and elegant glass doors. Each tempered glass pane is accentuated by intricately arranged mullions—used to create visually 
stunning, geometric patterns. This exquisite detailing is complemented by hand-painted finishes and brass hardware, which evoke 
an antique charm that feels at home amongst both French country décor and contemporary settings.

product details
 u Brown cabinets are constructed using mindi wood solids and veneers.

 u White, Black, Nimbus, Alto, and Cirrus cabinets are constructed using 
solid mahogany.

 u Finishes are painted and distressed by hand.

 u Surfaces are softly lacquered for protection and a subtle sheen. 

 u Cabinet doors feature tempered glass. 

 u Media cabinet features drop-down drawer fronts and cord 
management holes.

 u Tall cabinet has five adjustable and removable shelves.

 u Tall cabinet features a 35" w x 13" d x 71.5" h cavity. 

 u Cabinets feature solid, antiqued brass hardware.

 u Based on size and weight, this item may require an anti-tip kit.

 u Tip-kit installation is not part of our delivery service.

 u Professional installation is recommended.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, as with all 
fine, wood finishes, should be protected from heat and moisture.

 u Handcrafted wood surfaces are easily maintained with soap and 
water. Non-wax Guardsman® Wood Polish can be used as needed.

BlackNimbus Cirrus

Alto Brown White

Nimbus 40TAJTVGR 
Alto 40TAJTVBLU 
Cirrus 40TAJTVTW

Black 40TAJTVBL 
White 40TAJTVWH 
Brown 40TAJTVBR

Media Cabinet  
80" w x 16" d x 36" h

Tall Cabinet  
42" w x 16" d x 80" h

Black 40TAJCABBL 
White 40TAJCABWH 
Brown 40TAJCABBR

Nimbus 40TAJCABGR 
Alto 40TAJCABBLU 
Cirrus 40TAJCABTW

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.
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replacement parts
40TABELSSLAL: TAJA BELLE SHELF SLATS- ALTO

40TABELSSLBK: TAJA BELLE SHELF SLATS- BLACK

40TABELSSLCI: TAJA BELLE SHELF SLATS- CIRRUS

40TABELSSLNI: TAJA BELLE SHELF SLATS- GREY

91511MEDSLTA: TAJA BELLE MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT- ALTO

91511MEDSLTBLK: TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT BL

91511MEDSLTBR: TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT BRN

91511MEDSLTC: TAJA MEDIA SLAT CIRRUS

91511MEDSLTN: TAJA MEDIA SLAT NIMBUS

91511MEDSLTW: TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT WHT

91511TAJALID: TAJA LID STAY

91511TAJCOVB: TAJABELLE CORD HOLE COVER BL

91511TAJHNG: TAJA BELLE DROP DOWN DOOR HINGE

91511TALSLTA: TAJA TALL SHELF SLAT ALTO

91511TALSLTBLK: TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT BL

91511TALSLTBR: TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT BRN

91511TALSLTC: TAJA TALL CAB SLAT CIRRUS

91511TALSLTN: TAJA TALL CAB SLAT NIMBUS

91511TALSLTW: TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT WHT
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ANTI-Tip Kit: 91ANTITIPKIT
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toulon  |  wall collection  |  made in India Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

toulon

classic French farmhouse.
Each heirloom-quality cabinet in our Toulon collection is handmade from eco-friendly acacia wood—grown specifically for the purpose of 
making stunningly beautiful furniture. Hand-stained in a rich Toasted Auburn patina, which allows the wood’s natural grain to shine through, 
the planked tops of these media consoles provide warm contrast against the rich, hand-finished Blackened Auburn bases. 

product details
 u Cabinet tops are hand-finished in a warm, Toasted Auburn 
stain.

 u Cabinet bases are finished in Blackened Auburn, a charcoal 
paint that is hand-distressed to bring out the colors of walnut 
finish beneath.

 u Each piece is finished with a layer of durable lacquer to guard 
against daily use.

 u This collection is handmade from acacia wood, a plantation-
grown, tropical hardwood.

 u The number of planks in each top may vary from piece to piece.

 u Constructed using workbench methods including dovetail 
joinery and mortise-and-tenon assembly for superior durability 
and structural reliability.

 u Brass hardware is finished with an antiqued patina.

 u Media Consoles feature one fixed shelf and cord management 
holes to accommodate electronics and media equipment.

Media Console 
66" w x 17" d x 36" h 
40TOULCON

DISCOUNTINUED
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tremont

historically inspired
Inspired by 18th and 19th century campaign furnishings—originally designed for easy transport and assembly—our Tremont Collection’s 
sophisticated aesthetic is defined by rugged yet elegant details reminiscent of the original style. Craftsman-built using solid hardwood and 
veneers, this durable collection is beautifully hand-finished with soft stains—selected to enhance the natural texture and dramatic grain 
found within in each surface. Every comfortable piece is adorned with leather straps as drawer pulls and brass corner caps amongst other 
classic accents.

product details
 u Frames are constructed from solid mindi wood and thick mindi veneers, with strength 
similar to ash and oak hardwoods.

 u Distressed and weathered finishes are wire-brushed to accentuate the hardwood frames’ 
natural grain and texture; then lacquered for added protection and a subtle sheen.

 u Stain-, fade-, and scratch-resistant leather straps with antique brass buckles are used as 
pulls.

 u Drawers are set on full-extension, metal, ball-bearing glides for smooth motion and easy 
removal.

 u TV Consoles feature sliding glass doors and cord management holes to accommodate 
electronics.

 u Wide Bookcase features a 40.5" w x 15" d x 44" h interior cavity.

 u Small Wall Unit features a 52.5" w x 18" d x 32" h interior cavity.

 u Large Wall Unit features a 72.5" w x 18" d 38.75" h interior cavity.

 u Antique Brass handles are sold separately and delivered via UPS prior to furniture 
delivery.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Large Wall Unit with Bridge 
120.25" w x 18" d x 85" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TREMNTLGWL 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMLGWALL 
Midnight Java 40TREMBRLGWALL 
Antique Brass Handles (x3) 40TREM2HKT

Large Wall Unit without Bridge 
120.25" w x 18" d x 68.25" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TRMNTLGUSWU 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMLGUSWU 
Midnight Java 40TRMBRLGUSWU 
Antique Brass Handles (x3) 40TREM2HKT

Finishes:

Dry Branch 
Black

Dry Branch 
Natural

Midnight 
Java

Antique Brass Handles: 
*Optional antique brass handles for
each piece are sold separately.

1 handle TREHANDPK1

2 handles TREHANDPK2

3 handles TREHANDPK3

PARTS:
40TREMDCCNPL= Decorative Center Plate
40TREMHDLSRW= Metal Handle Screw
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Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

tremont  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia

Small Wall Unit with Bridge 
100" w x 18" d x 74" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TREMNTSMWL 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMSMWALL 
Midnight Java 40TREMBRSMWALL 
Antique Brass Handles (x3) 40TREM2HKT

Small Wall Unit without Bridge 
100" w x 18" d x 58" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TRMNTSMUSWU 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMSMUSWU 
Midnight Java 40TRMBRSMUSWU 
Antique Brass Handles (x3) 40TREM2HKT

Narrow Bookcase 
23" w x 15.75" d x 85" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TREMNATWBK 
Dry Branch Black 55TREMNWBK  
Midnight Java 55TREMBRNWBK 
Antique Brass Handles 55TREMNBHKT

Large TV Console 
72.5" w x 18" d x 29.5" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TREMNTLGTV  
Dry Branch Black 40TREMLGTV 
Midnight Java 40TREMBRLGTV 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

Small TV Console 
52.5" w x 18" d x 26" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TREMNTSMTV  
Dry Branch Black 40TREMTVSM 
Midnight Java 40TREMBRSMTV 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

Wide Bookcase 
44.5" w x 15.75" d x 85" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TREMNATWDBK 
Dry Branch Black 55TREMWDBK 
Midnight Java 55TREMBRWDBK 
Antique Brass Handles 55TREMWBHKT

Large Bookcase 
23.5" w x 18" d x 68.25" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TREMNTLGBK 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMLGBK 
Midnight Java 40TREMBRLGBK 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

Small Bookcase 
23.5" w x 18" d x 58" h 
Dry Branch Natural 40TREMNTSMBK  
Dry Branch Black 40TREMSMBK 
Midnight Java 40TREMBRSMBK 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT
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tremont modular

historically inspired
Inspired by 18th and 19th century campaign furnishings—originally designed for easy transport and assembly—our Tremont Collection’s 
sophisticated aesthetic is defined by rugged yet elegant details reminiscent of the original style. Craftsman-built using solid hardwood and 
veneers, this durable collection is beautifully hand-finished with soft stains—selected to enhance the natural texture and dramatic grain 
found within in each surface. Drawers and cabinets are adorned with leather-strap pulls, and brass hardware accentuates the warm wood 
finishes. Over 15 different modular furnishings can be easily combined in a multitude of ways to transform any space into a sophisticated, 
yet comfortable workspace, lounge or library.

product details
 u Frames are constructed from solid mindi wood and thick mindi 

veneers—with strength similar to ash and oak hardwoods.

 u Distressed and weathered finishes are wire-brushed to 
accentuate the hardwood frames’ natural grain and texture; 
then lacquered for added protection and a subtle sheen.

 u Stain-, fade-, and scratch-resistant leather straps with antique 
brass buckles are used as pulls.

 u Alternatively, antiqued brass handles are also available by 
special order.

 u All pieces feature cord management holes to accommodate 
lighting and electronics.

 u Modular configurations require some assembly; all components 
include mending plates and anti-tip kits.

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

160" Wall Desk Unit 
160" w x 20" d x 84" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TRBL160DSKT 
Midnight Java 40TRBR160DSKT 
Antique Brass Handles (x7) 40TREM2HKT 

(x1) 40TREM1HKT

Finishes:

Dry Branch Black

Midnight Java

Antique Brass Handles: 
*Optional antique brass handles for
each piece are sold separately.

PARTS:
40TREMDCCNPL= Decorative Center Plate
40TREMHDLSRW= Metal Handle Screw
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tremont modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

modular components 
bookcase tops 
Bookcases feature adjustable/removable shelving and cord management holes.

cabinet tops 
Cabinets feature sliding glass doors, adjustable/removable shelving, and cord management holes.

40" Cabinet Top 
40" w x 14.5" d x 54" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL40CT 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR40CT 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

60" Cabinet Top 
60" w x 14.5" d x 54" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL60CT 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR60CT 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

40" Bookcase Top 
40" w x 14.5" d x 54" h 
(38" w x 11.5" d x 51" h interior cavity) 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL40BT 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR40BT

20" Bookcase Top 
20" w x 14.5" d x 54" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL20BT 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR20BT

60" Bookcase Top 
60" w x 14.5" d x 54" h 
(58.5" w x 11.5" d x 51" h interior cavity) 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL60BT 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR60BT

desks 
Drawers are set on full-extension, metal, ball-bearing glides for smooth motion and easy removal.

40" Desk 
40" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL40DK 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR40DK 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM1HKT

60" Desk 
60" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL60DK 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR60DK 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM1HKT

Corner Desk 
40" w x 40" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBLCDK 
Midnight Java 40TREMBRCNDK 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM1HKT

file bases 
File bases feature two drawers and include adjustable/removable file storage to accommodate both legal and standard sizes. 
Drawers are set on full-extension, metal, ball-bearing glides for smooth motion and easy removal.

20" File Base 
20" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL20FB 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR20FB 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

40" File Base 
40" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL40FB 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR40FB 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM4HKT

60" File Base 
60" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black  40TREMBL60FB 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR60FB 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM4HKT
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tremont modular  |  wall collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

modular components 
cabinet bases 
Cabinets feature sliding glass doors, adjustable/removable shelving, and cord management holes.

miscellaneous

40" Cabinet Base 
40" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL40CB 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR40CB 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

60" Cabinet Base 
60" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL60CB 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR60CB 
Antique Brass Handles 40TREM2HKT

60" Bridge 
60" w x 14.5" d x 3.5" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TREMBL60BG 
Midnight Java 40TREMBR60BG

Brass Handles* 
Antique Brass handles are sold 
separately and delivered via 
UPS prior to furniture delivery. 

1 handle TREHANDPK1

2 handles TREHANDPK2

3 handles TREHANDPK3

Brass Library Sconce 
12" w x 3.5" d x 5.5" h 
651595H0350

 u Brass Library Sconce Made of steel with antique brass plating.

 u Uses one 20-watt T6.5 bulb (not included); E-17 socket.

 u Installation required; not installed upon delivery; hardware included.

 u Can be installed directly onto Tremont furniture piece or installed separately.

 u Can be plugged into a standard electrical outlet or hardwired by cutting the 
cord; 12’ long cord exits at top of fixture.

 u Weighs 14 lbs.

configuration examples

100" Media Console 
100" w x 20" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TRBL100MDKT 
Midnight Java 40TRBR100MDKT 
Antique Brass Handles  (x3) 40TREM2HKT

media unit configurations

wall/library configurations

100" Wall Unit 
100" w x 20" d x 84" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TRBL100WLUKT 
Midnight Java 40TRBR100WLUKT 
Antique Brass Handles  (x3) 40TREM2HKT

desk configurations

140" Library Workspace 
140" w x 60" d x 84" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TRBL140WSKT 
Midnight Java 40TRBR140WSKT 
Antique Brass Handles  (x2) 40TREM4HKT  (x1) 40TREM1HKT

80" x 100" Corner Desk Unit 
80" w x 100" d x 84" h 
Dry Branch Black 40TRBLSCNDKT 
Midnight Java 40TRBRSCNDKT 
Antique Brass Handles (x3) 40TREM2HKT
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PARTS:
91ANTITIPKIT: Anti-Tip Kit 
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PARTS
91ANTITIPKIT: Anti- Tip Kit 
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ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTION TREMONT MODULAR 40" CAB BASE 

►► The wood in this collection lives and breathes with the seasons, often displaying slight movement due to changes in temperature and humidity. To retain the organic luster of the wood, care for
your furniture with annual applications of Fiddes® Wax.

►► Wood products have a lacquer coat and a wax finish applied to the surface. Before application, ensure that the surface is clean and dry. Apply Fiddes® Wax to the surface in small sections
following the grain. This wax is quick drying and can be buffed after it dries for a desired sheen.

TOOLS NEEDED 

Phillips head screwdriver (not provided) 

HARDWARE LIST 

A = Plastic brackets 

B = Restraint straps 

C = Phillips screws M4x30mm �11111111ii11► 

4Pcs 

2Pcs 

4Pcs 

To adjust the wooden shelf, remove the wood 
screws from under the shelf clip. 

D = Phillips screws M4x20mm � 4Pcs 

E = Plastic anchors 4Pcs 

F = Leather handle 

� 
2Pcs 

G = Leather handle ]8 4Pcs 

H = Leather handle � 4Pcs 

➔ 

_., 

_., 

Page 1 of 2 

PARTS:
91TREMODROLLB: Bottom Door Roller
91TREMODPEG: Shelf Pegs (4pcs)
91ANTITIPKIT: Anti-Tip Kit
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PARTS:
91TREMODROLLT: Top Door Roller
91TREMODPEG: Shelf Pegs (4pcs)
91ANTITIPKIT: Anti-Tip Kit
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PARTS
91ANTITIPKIT: Anti-Tip Kit
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PARTS:
91TREMODROLLB: Bottom Door Roller 
91TREMODPEG: Shelf Pegs (4pcs)
91ANTITIPKIT: Anti-Tip Kit 
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Parts:
91TREMODROLLT: Top Door Roller 
91TREMODPEG: Shelf Pegs (4Pcs)
91ANTITIPKIT: Anti-Tip Kit
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION TREMONT PULL

Remove all pieces of the leather handle and store pieces together. Choose 
30mm screws (E) for Tremont doors or 35mm screws (F) for Tremont drawers.
Use a small Phillips head screw driver for installation

1

BRASS HANDLE

D = 1 Pc

E = 30mm - 2 Pcs

F = 35mm - 2 Pcs

D

F

LEATHER HANDLE

1 Pc

2 Pcs

1-1/4"(32mm) - 2 Pcs

A

B

C

A

B

C

PARTS
91378BRACKBL: Black Leather Handle, Bracket & Screws
91TREMODHNDBL: Black Leather Pull
91378BRACKBR: Brown Leather Handle, Bracket & Screws
91TREMODHNDBR: Brown Leather Pull 

PARTS
91TREMBRPLT: Decorative Brass
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4x

HARDWARE

A = 8 Pcs C = 8 Pcs

1
2

    TOOLS NEEDED

      Phillips head screwdriver (not provided)

       The wood in this collection lives and breathes with the seasons, often displaying slight movement due to changes in temperature and humidity. To retain the organic luster of the wood, care for

your furniture with annual applications of Fiddes® Wax.

        Wood products have a lacquer coat and a wax finish applied to the surface. Before application, ensure that the surface is clean and dry. Apply Fiddes® Wax to the surface in small sections

following the grain. This wax is quick drying and can be buffed after it dries for a desired sheen.

A

B = 8 Pcs

D = 1 Pc

ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTION TREMONT MODULAR 40" DESK

91TREMOD40HW
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HARDWARE

A = 10 Pcs C = 10 Pcs

1
2

       The wood in this collection lives and breathes with the seasons, often displaying slight movement due to changes in temperature and humidity. To retain the organic luster of the wood, care for

your furniture with annual applications of Fiddes® Wax.

        Wood products have a lacquer coat and a wax finish applied to the surface. Before application, ensure that the surface is clean and dry. Apply Fiddes® Wax to the surface in small sections

following the grain. This wax is quick drying and can be buffed after it dries for a desired sheen.

B = 10 Pcs

D = 1 Pc

ASSEMBLING INSTRUCTION TREMONT MODULAR 60" DESK

4x

A

91TREMOD60HW
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

ARTISAN FINISHED
Many of our pieces may vary slightly in 
color, pattern and texture due to the 
nature of multi-layered fi nishes that 
are hand-applied by our craftsmen. 
Hand-applied fi nishes may include some 
small splits, knots, joint lines and other 
natural properties that will add interest 
without affecting performance. Materials 
may also display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity. We believe 
these variances from piece to piece only 
add to an individual’s unique, artisan-
crafted character.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
fi nished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Just Your Type 
Inspired by the long, thin drawers used by typesetters to store metal 
type blocks, we have designed our Typesetter’s Collection to mimic 
their unique motif. Our artisans have added metal-panel tops with 
an antiqued copper fi nish for an aged, worn look that calls to mind 
antique books, and galvanized steel pulls to this collection’s spacious 
drawers and compartments. Each piece’s frame is constructed using 

solid Acacia wood along with Acacia veneers, which are accentuated 
by carved detailing and a rich, distressed stain that brings out the 
wood’s natural texture. All of these carefully curated elements come 
together to create an energetic, eclectic aesthetic that will perfectly 
adorn your home-offi ce space.

TYPESETTER’S
desk & wall collection

made in VIETNAM
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recommended care
 u Dust wood with a soft, dry cloth and buff periodically using a 

non-wax furniture polish such as Guardsman® Wood Polish.

 u Hand-wash metal with mild soap and water. Use a soft sponge. 
Do not use abrasives as they may scratch the surface of this 
collection. Dry immediately with a soft cloth.

 u Use clear BRIWAX® to maintain the finish. Apply once every 
several months with a soft cloth. Apply in small sections, 
thoroughly working the wax into the grain. Once dry, buff to 
desired luster.

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone as 
this will cut through the lacquer finish over time and damage 
your piece.

 u Use coasters, trivets and felt pads under objects to preserve the 
finish of this piece.

 u Never place hot dishes on surfaces; we recommend the use of 
felt-backed tablemats.

 u Prolonged use of hot electrical equipment on top of furniture 
may also cause scorching.

 u Always avoid exposure to direct sunlight or heat (e.g. by 
placing it in front of a radiator) as this can cause cracking 
and potential fading; a minimum 30 cm clearance from heat 
sources is advised. 

 u Do not drag piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints. 

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Toys, buckles and heels will scratch furnishings—try to prevent 
these objects from coming into contact with your piece(s).

product details
 u Our Typesetter’s Collection is stocked in a rich Antique Brown finish.

 u Fifteen layers of deep, rich paint are applied by hand to finish 
each piece. Then, artisans distress certain areas by hand for a 
timeworn appearance.

 u A coat of lacquer then wax is hand-applied for additional 
protection, softness and sheen.

 u Frames are constructed by hand from solid Acacia wood and 
Acacia veneers, featuring hand-carved detailing

 u Hardware and drawer pulls are forged from galvanized steel 
with an antiqued copper finish.

 u Executive Desk includes a pull-out tray on either side 
above organization trays and storage drawers. The bottom 
compartments contain file drawers, which adjust to fit both 
legal- and standard-size files. The desk’s front features shelving 
on either side—both sides contain one adjustable/removable shelf.

 u Cabinet features glass-panel doors, and two adjustable/
removable shelves on the top and  one on the bottom.

 u Lateral File includes a pull-out tray, four storage drawers 
and two double-size files, which adjust to fit both legal- and 
standard-size files.

 u Tall File includes a top drawer with pull-out shelf with another 
storage drawer beneath along with a bottom file drawer, which 
includes hanging hardware that can accommodate both legal- 
and standard-size

 u The Book Display features a decorative anti-tip chain that 
keeps it from falling forward.

Executive Desk 
75" w x 33" d x 30.25" h 
55TYPEEXDK

Lateral File 
72" w x 22" d x 30.25" h 
55TYPELATFL

Book Display 
35.25" w x 12" d x 14.5" h 
55TYPEBKDISP

Cabinet 
43" w x 18" d x 90" h  
40TYPECABKT

Tall File 
36" w x 22" d x 40" h 
55TYPETLFL

Executive DeskBook Display

Tall File Lateral File Cabinet
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replacement parts
911515TYCABBS= Cabinet Base Shelf
911515TYCABHG= Cabinet Hinge
911515TYCABTP= Cabinet Top Shelf
911515TYPMEND= Cabinet Mending Plate
911515TYPEG= Shelf Pegs (4)
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.vittoria  | bell’arte wall collection  |  made in Italy

vittoria

Italian craftsmanship and exquisite detail 
create the soul of our Arhaus-exclusive Bell’Arte collection. Our Vittoria Wall Collection is no exception. Italian artisans treat 
each piece like a work of art. These truly one-of-a-kind cabinets are constructed from solid tulip wood and feature hand-
carved detailing in their cabinet doors, drawer fronts and moulding. Each piece is painted and distressed by hand over three 
days. Multiple layers of paint and stain are artfully applied then gently removed to form a timeworn appearance. A final coat of 
lacquer protects and creates a subtle sheen. These classic cabinets feature ample storage with fully adjustable shelving and 
secret compartments on either side.

product details
 u Handcrafted from solid tulip wood.

 u Hand-painted with a distressed, ivory and grey Libro finish.

 u Constructed using a mortise-and-tenon assembly for strength and 
durability.

 u Cabinet doors, drawers and moulding feature hand-carved detailing.

 u Dovetail drawers are set on wood glides with brass knobs.

 u All shelving is adjustable and removable.

 u Cord management holes accommodate media equipment and 
other electronics.

 u Antique brass locks reveal secret compartments in the cabinet’s 
sides.

 u Wall Unit features a 51" w x 14" d x 50" h cavity.

 u Finishes are durable enough to withstand daily use; but, as with all 
fine, wood finishes, should be protected from heat and moisture.

 u Handcrafted wood surfaces are easily maintained with soap and 
water. Non-wax Guardsman® Wood Polish can be used as needed.

Console 
75.75" w x 20.5" d x 30.5" h 
PV1YCBS 
Special Order Only

Wall Unit 
76.5" w x 20.5" d x 89" h 
40PV1BCKT 
Special Order Only PARTS

91VITTSHLPEG: Vittoria Shelf Peg
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watson  |  desk collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

watson

an of-the-moment mix of metal and wood,
our Watson Bookcases are functional and unforgettably styled. Clean, modern lines dramatically break at bold angles, creating unique 
display and storage space for décor and necessities alike. Beautiful oak-surfaced shelving is finished by hand with a multi-layered distressed 
patina. Steel frames provide a sophisticated element of contrast in both texture and color, ideally framing the shelves’ contents. Convenient 
drawers also provide versatile storage options for any setting.

French 
Oak

Finish:

product details
 u Bookcase frames are craftsman-built from solid steel. 

 u Shelving is made with oak veneers for uniform surfaces, while 
drawer faces are made from solid oak.

 u Wood surfaces are carefully distressed by hand before being 
waxed and coated with a matte lacquer for added protection.

Bookcase 
43.25" w x 15.75" d x 82.75" h 
40WATSONBK
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All dimensions can vary slightly due to the hand-built nature of our furniture.

ARTISAN FINISHED
Many of our pieces may vary slightly in 
color, pattern and texture due to the 
nature of multi-layered fi nishes that 
are hand-applied by our craftsmen. 
Hand-applied fi nishes may include some 
small splits, knots, joint lines and other 
natural properties that will add interest 
without affecting performance. Materials 
may also display movement from 
season to season because of changes in 
temperature and humidity. We believe 
these variances from piece to piece only 
add to an individual’s unique, artisan-
crafted character.

HANDCRAFTED QUALITY
Arhaus furniture is made with great care 
and attention to detail. Our collections 
are distinctive and designed to bring 
pleasure to you in your home for years to 
come. Each piece is handcrafted, made 
using traditional skills and techniques, 
and hand-painted, distressed and 
fi nished to ensure each item becomes an 
heirloom in your home.

RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Arhaus is unique in its commitment 
to preserving natural resources. Our 
Corporate Rainforest Policy states that 
we will not sell merchandise made of 
timber from the world’s endangered 
rainforests. In all cases, the wood we use 
was harvested from renewable resources.

Cool, Rustic Style for Casual Living 
Juxtaposing clean lines and rustic detailing with the natural shape 
and texture variations of its live-edge top, our Whitman TV Console 
accentuates your living space with casual yet visually interesting 
design. Made from imported, solid oak and planked veneers from 
Europe, the top of this media cabinet is accentuated by a light 

Oxford Natural fi nish that highlights the wood’s color and grain 
pattern. The console’s yellow poplar base is covered in naturally 
smoked European oak veneers and complemented by brass-fi nished 
hardware. The cabinet features three shelving sections behind 
sliding doors for convenient storage.

WHITMAN
wall collection

made in INDONESIA
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WHITMAN page 2

 u Spills should be removed immediately with a damp cloth.

 u Do not use care products that contain ammonia or silicone as 
this will cut through the lacquer finish over time and damage 
your piece.

 u Use coasters, trivets and felt pads under objects to preserve the 
finish of this piece.

 u Never place hot dishes on surfaces; we recommend the use of 
felt-backed tablemats.

 u Prolonged use of hot electrical equipment on top of furniture 
may also cause scorching.

 u Always avoid exposure to direct sunlight or heat (e.g. by 
placing it in front of a radiator) as this can cause cracking 
and potential fading; a minimum 30 cm clearance from heat 
sources is advised. 

 u Do not drag piece(s) across the floor as this will cause damage 
or weaken joints.

 u Dropping furniture onto corners or feet will cause damage. 

 u Toys, buckles and heels will scratch furnishings—try to prevent 
these objects from coming into contact with your piece(s)

product details
 u Tops are hand-stained in an Oxford Natural finish to accentuate 

the wood’s natural characteristics, while cases are finished in 
naturally smoked oak veneers.

 u Lacquered for added protection and a subtle sheen.

 u Console tops are built from solid European oak and oak 
veneers. Cases are constructed from yellow poplar and naturally 
smoked oak veneers.

 u Case and sliding doors feature brass-finished hardware.

 u Cord management holes throughout accommodate media 
equipment and other electronics.

 u Case features three adjustable/removable shelves, one per 
section.

recommended care
 u For daily maintenance, clean wood using a mild soap and water 

solution. Towel-dry immediately.

 u Dust wood with a soft, dry cloth and buff periodically using a 
non-wax furniture polish such as Guardsman® Wood Polish.

TV Console 40WHI78TVCN 
77.5" w x 19" d x 32" h
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xander  |  wall collection  |  made in Asia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

xander

contemporary décor foundations
Designed for both storage and display, our rustic, contemporary Xander bookcase features a minimal silhouette to highlight your décor. 
Craftsman-built shelves and frames are constructed from solid oak wood and oak veneers to ensure smooth and consistent surfaces. 
Finishes are applied by hand—stained and brightened by a light glaze that catches in the oak wood’s grain, accentuating its texture and 
natural markings. Frames are finished in a dark black stain, complementing the medium brown shelves and creating a neutral yet visually 
impactful background for displayed items. Finishes are wire brushed to give them a slightly distressed appearance and lacquered for added 
protection and a subtle sheen.

product details
 u Bookcase shelves and x-frames are craftsman-built from solid oak 

wood and surfaced with oak veneers for a consistent surface.

 u Frames are built using mortise-and-tenon joinery to ensure 
superior strength and stability.

 u Light Burnt Oak finishes are applied by hand to each shelf while 
frames feature a black finish. Stains are brightened by a light glaze, 
which catches in the cathedral grain of the oak wood.

 u Finishes are wire-brushed for a lightly distressed look and 
lacquered for added protection and a subtle sheen.

 u Due to the nature of materials used and hand-applied finishes, 
color, pattern, and texture may vary, making each piece unique.

 u Wood furnishings may also display small splits, knots, joint lines, 
or other natural features. These markings are normal and will not 
affect the performance of your piece.

 u Due to changes in temperature or humidity, wood furnishings may 
display slight movement from season to season.

 u Regular maintenance of wood furnishings is required. For 
additional information, please visit arhaus.com

Bookcase 
43.5” w x 15.75” d x 78.75” h 
40XANDERBK

dovetail dovetail

dovetail
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COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-ADELAID ADELAIDE MEDIA CONSOLE HINGE 91ADELCONHNG

PT-AFRAME A-FRAME ASSEMBLY HARDWARE 91AFRMASHDW

PT-AFRAME A-FRAME TV DOOR ROLLER (SET) 91769AFROLL

PT-AFRAME A-FRAME TV HANDLE (1) 91769AFHAND

PT-ANDOVER ANDOVER CAB/KENSING BC-HINGES 40ANCABKENBC

PT-APOTH APOTHECARY CAB ASSEMBLY HDW 91511APOTHHW

PT-APOTH APOTHECARY HANDLE 91511APOTHHND

PT-ARGENT ARGENT TALL CABINET HINGE 91ARGTCABHNG

PT-ATHENS ATHENS BAR HANG BRACKET BRWN 91511HGBARBR

PT-ATHENS ATHENS BAR HANG BRACKET NIMBUS 91511HGBARN

PT-ATHENS ATHENS CABLE HOLE LID BLACK 91511LIDBLK

PT-ATHENS ATHENS CABLE HOLE LID CIGARBRN 91511LIDBR

PT-ATHENS ATHENS CABLE HOLE LID WHITE 91511LIDW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DISPLAY CAB HDW 40ATHDISPHDW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DISPLAY CAB LOCK 
     LOCK ONLY

91511ATDISLK

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DISPLAY CAB LOCK MECH 
     LOCK MECHANISM INCLUDES POLES

40ATHDSPMECH

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DISPLAY CAB SHELF BLK 
     ATH BL 37.44 x 13.50 x 1

91ATHBLDSHF

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DISPLAY CAB SHELF NIMBS 
     ATH NIM 37.44 x 13.50 x 1

91ATHNMDSHF

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DISPLAY CAB SHELF STRTS 
     ATH STR 37.44 x 13.50 x 1

91ATHSTDSHF

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DOOR CTCH LFT BASE 40ATHLFDRCBS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DOOR CTCH RT BASE 40ATHRTDRCBS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DOOR HINGE QTY 1 91511ATHHNG

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DOOR PULL LARGE 91511ATHPULLL

PT-ATHENS ATHENS DOOR PULL SM BLACK 91511ATHPULLS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS HALF SIZE BKCASE HDW 91ATHENHBHDW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS HANG BAR BRACKET BLK 91511HGBARBL

PT-ATHENS ATHENS KEY BLACK 
     FOR BLACK, BROWN AND FR WHITE

91511ATHKEY

PT-ATHENS ATHENS KEY PEWTER 
     FOR NIMBUS AND STRATUS

91511NIMKEY

PT-ATHENS ATHENS L HINGES 91ATHLHINGE

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY ASSEMB HDW 91511ATHLIBHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY BKCSE BS DOOR CTCH 
     QTY 1 BASE DOOR CATCH

40ATHLIBDCBS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY POLE BRASS 
     FOR BLACK, BROWN, FRENCH WHITE

91ATHFWLBPL

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY POLE PEWTER 
     FOR STRATUS AND NIMBUS

91ATHSTRLBPL

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY POLE/LADDER BRASS 
     FOR BLACK, BROWN, FRENCH WHITE

91511BRASS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY SHELF BLK 
     ATH BL 36.25 x 13.50 x 1

91ATHBLLSHF

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY SHELF NIMBUS 
     ATH NIM 36.25 x 13.50 x 1

91ATHNMLSHF

COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY SHELF SPRT BLK 91511ATHSLATBK

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY SHELF SPRT BRN 91511ATHSLATBR

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY SHELF SPRT FR WHT 91511ATHSLATW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY SHELF SPRT STRATUS 91ATHSLATSTR

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY SHELF STRATUS 
     ATH STR 36.25 x 13.50 x 1

91ATHSTLSHF

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LBRY TV TIP KIT 
     SMALL TIP KIT FOR LIBRARY ONLY

40ATHLIBTVTK

PT-ATHENS ATHENS LIBRY LADDER NIMBUS 91ATHLADNIM

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MENDING PLATE QTY 1 91ATHSMNDPLT

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD ANG BKSHLF SPRT BRN 
     ANGLED BOOK SHELF

91ATHBRSLAT

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD CONT BASE HDW 
     connector base hardware

91511ATHCONBS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD DOOR CTCH BASE 
     UNIVERSAL FOR ALL ATHENS

91ATHDRCTBS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD ENDING SHELF FW 
     FW RIGHT OR LEFT ENDING SHELF

91ATHFWENSHF

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD ENDING TOP HDW LEFT 91511ATHLFTENDB-
SHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD LADDER HARDWARE 
     HANGER PLATE, ALL FINISHES

91ATHMLDRHDW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD LFT END BASE HDW 
     LEFT END BASE HARDWARE

91511ATHLFTBSHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD LFT END BASE PNL HW 
     LEFT END BASE PANEL HARDWARE

91511ATLENDHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD LFT END TOP PNL HW 
     hardware for lft end top panel

91511ATHLFTTPHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD LOCK MECH 
     DOES NOT INCL POLES

91511MODLOCK

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD PNL CONNECT BS BLK 
     BASE BLACK

91ATHENPANBS

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD PNL CONNECT BS FW 
     BASE FRENCH WHITE

91ATHPANBSFW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD PNL CONNECT TP BLK 
     TOP BLACK

91ATHENPANTP

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD PNL CONNECT TP FW 
     TOP FRENCH WHITE

91ATHPANTPFW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD RT END BASE HDW 
     RIGHT END BASE HARDWARE

91511ATHRTBSHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD RT END BASE PNL HDW 
     RIGHT END BASE PANEL HARDWARE

91511ATRTPNHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD RT END TOP HDW 
     RIGHT END TOP HARDWARE

91511ATHRTTOPHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD RT END TOP PNL HDW 
     RIGHT END TOP PANEL HARDWARE

91511ATHRTTPHW

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT BLK 11.5 
     MODULAR BLACK 11.5” (293MM)

91ATHBLSHS11

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT BLK 12.25 
     MODULAR BLACK 12.25” (309MM)

91ATHBLSHS12

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT BLK 13 
     MODULAR BLK 13” (320MM)

91ATHBLSHS13

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT FW 11.5 
     FW MODULAR 11.5” (293MM)

91ATHFWSHS11

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT FW 12.25 
     FW SHLF SUPPORT 12.25” (309MM)

91ATHFWSHS12

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT FW 13’’ 
     MODLUAR FRENCH WHT 13” (320MM)

91ATHFWSHS13
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COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT NIM 11.5 
     NIMB SHLF SPPRT 11.5” (293MM)

91ATHNMSHS11

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT NIM 12.25 
     NIMB SHLF SPPRT 12.25” (309MM)

91ATHNMSHS12

PT-ATHENS ATHENS MOD SHLF SPRT NIM 13 
     NIMBUS SHLF SPPRT 13” (320MM)

91ATHNMSHS13

PT-BAUMANN BAUMANN ASSEMBLY HDW KIT 91378BAUMHW

PT-BAUMANN BAUMANN CNTR SHELF 142” BRN 91378BAUSLFBR

PT-BAUMANN BAUMANN CNTR UNIT SHELF NAT 
     15 ¼  X 53 ¼

40BAUMSHELF

PT-BAUMANN BAUMANN DOOR HANDLE 
     ALL COLORS

91BAUMHNDLE

PT-BAUMANN BAUMANN DRAWER RUNNER 350MM 91378BAU350

PT-BAUMANN BAUMANN ROLLER HOUSING & PLATE 91378BAUPLATE

PT-BAUMANN BAUMANN ROLLER HOUSING NUT 91378BAUMNUT

PT-BDFRD BEDFORD 56” CAB HINGE 
     WHITE 40BED59CBWKT

91BED59CBHNG

PT-BECKETT BECKETT BUFFET HUTCH KEY 91511BECKEY

PT-BECKETT BECKETT LG CAB L/R SHELF SPRT 
     SLATS FOR LEFT AND RIGHT SIDE

91511BECSLLG

PT-BECKETT BECKETT LG CAB MID SHELF SPRT 
     SLAT WITH GROVE MIDDLE SHELF

91511BECMIDLG

PT-BECKETT BECKETT LG CAB SHELF STRETCHER 
     STRETCHER FOR MIDDLE SHELF

91511BECMIDSTR

PT-BECKETT BECKETT MEDIA KEY 
     BECKETT MEDIA KEY

91BECKKEY

PT-BECKETT BECKETT SINGLE CAB STRETCHER 
     MIDDLE SHELF STRETCHER

91511BECSGSTR

PT-BECKETT BECKETT SINGLE SHELF SUPPORT 
     SLAT FOR SINGLE CABINET

91511BECSGSLT

PT-BECKETT BECKETT TV SHELF SUPPORT 
     SLAT FOR BECKETT TV

91511BECTVSLT

PT-CHORUS CHORUS HANDLE AND BRCKT BLK 
     LOCK HANDLE & BRACKET NO POLE

40CHORLKMECH

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY 80 MEDIA LOCK MECH 
     BLACK

91CHR80BLLOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY 80 MEDIA LOCK MECH 
     BROWN AND NATURAL

91CHR80BRLOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY 80 MEDIA LOCK MECH 
     BLUE AND GREY

91CHR80BULOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY 80 MEDIA LOCK MECH 
     WHITE

91CHR80WHLOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY BKCS ASSEMBLY HW 
     BOOKCASE ASSEMBLY HARDWARE

91769CHORUS

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY CAB LOCK MECH 
     BLACK

91CHRCBBLLOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY CAB LOCK MECH 
     BROWN AND NATURAL

91CHRCBBRLOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY CAB LOCK MECH 
     BLUE AND GREY

91CHRCBBULOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY CAB LOCK MECH 
     WHITE

91CHRCBWHLOK

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY HINGE 91769CTHING

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY HOLE COVER BLK 40CHORBLHCVR

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY TALL CAB HNDL MECH 
     HANDLE LOCK MECH

91769HANDLE

COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY TALL CAB SPPRT BLU 
     BLUE 40CHORSCABRB

91RTCTBUSLAT

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY TALL CAB SPRT BLUE 
     BLUE 40CHORSCABRB

91LTCTBUSLAT

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY TCAB SPRT NAT 13 
     FOR 86” NATURAL TALL CABINET

91CHR86NSSL13

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY TCAB SPRT NAT 14 
     FOR 86” NATURAL TALL CAB

91CHR86NSSL14

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY TV FEET BLK 40CHORTVBLFT

PT-CHORUS CHORUS THRY TV FEET BROWN 91CHORTVBRFT

PT-CHORUS CHR THRY BLK TALL CAB LT SLAT 
     BLACK TALL CAB

91LTCTBLSLAT

PT-CHRSTN CHRISTIAN CAB MENDING PLATE 
     2 MENDING PLATES

91CHRISMEND

PT-CURISTY CURIOSITY CAB SHELF NATURAL 
     56.112.702.00

91CURNATSHLF

PT-CURISTY CURIOSITY CAB SLATS / SCREWS 
     GLASS RETAINER

91378CURRET

PT-CURISTY CURIOSITY HANDLES 
     ASHLAND BLACK AND NATURAL 
HAND

91CURBLKHND

PT-ELLISON ELLISON BRASS INSET HNDL 91511ELLHND

PT-ELLISON ELLISON CORD HOLE COVER 
     ELLISON CORD HOLE COVER

91511ELLCOV

PT-ELLISON ELLISON DOOR ROLLER UP -LOWER 
     ELLISON ROLLER (SET)

91511ELLROLU

PT-ELLISON ELLISON VENTILATOR 
     ELLISON VENTILATOR

91511ELLVNT

PT-ETTA ETTA BKCASE SHELF 34” WHT 
     34” White

91ETTA34SHF

PT-ETTA ETTA BKCASE SHELF 60” WHT 
     60” White

91ETTA60SHF

PT-ETTA ETTA SHELF SLAT 34” WHT 
     34” White

91ETTA34SLT

PT-ETTA ETTA SHELF SLAT 60” WHT 
     60” White

91ETTA60SLT

PT-ETTA ETTA TV CONSOLE HANDL 72” WHT 
     72” White

91ETTA72HND

PT-ETTA ETTA TV CONSOLE PULL 72” WHT 
     72” White

91ETTA72PUL

PT-ETTA ETTA TV CONSOLE SHELF 72” WHT 
     72” White

91ETTA72SHF

PT-ETTA ETTA TV COSOLE HINGE 72” WHT 
     72” White

91ETTA72HNG

PT-ETTA ETTA TV SHELF SLAT 72” WHT 
     72” White

91ETTA72SLT

PT-FLTWOOD FLEETWOOD DRAWER GLIDE 
     FLEETWOOD HENDRIK

917907DRGLD

PT-FLTWOOD REYNOLDS CONSOLE DOOR HINGE 
     40REYN71CN

917907HNG

PT-FRNCHIN FRENCH IND CART WHEELS 
     WHEELS

91KENTWHL

PT-FRNCHIN FRENCH IND DBLBK ASSEM HW 91FRCHDBBLHW

PT-FRNCHIN FRENCH IND SINGLE ASSEMBLY HW 91FRCHSNGHW

PT-FRNCHIN FRENCH IND SNG/DBL SUPPRT 2PC 
     SINGL 5 SETS, DBL 10 SETS

91FRCINDSSUP

PT-GEOM GEOMETRIC DOOR PUSH LATCH 91PUSHLATCH
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COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-GRANT GRANT CAB SHELF SLATS 
     1 SET

91769GRANTSLT

PT-ISLA ISLA CURIO CAB LIGHTING SET 91ISLACURLT

PT-ISLA ISLA CURIO CAB SHELP PEG 
     QTY 1

91405ISLAPEG

PT-ISLA ISLA LG CURIO CAB KNOB 
     KNOB

91ISLACURKNB

PT-ISLA ISLA LG CURIO CAB SHELF 
     SHELF

91ISLACURSHLF

PT-KEATS KEATS CAB LOCK MECHANISM 40KEATLKMECH

PT-KNSNGTN KENSINGTON 75” MEDIA HINGES 
     1 SET - TOP AND BOTOM

91769KMDHNG

PT-KNSNGTN KENSINGTON 75” MEDIA SHELF BRN 
     OP-100-AR1

91KENBRSHLF

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON Bulbrite Halogen 
     Bulbrite Halogen DJD GU10

91LANGBULB

PT-LANGSTN Langston console drawer glide 
     DRAWER GLIDE

91511LANGLD

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON HINGE 
     QTY 1

91511LANGHNG

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON LIGHT FIXTURE BRN 
     TOASTED OAT FINISH

91LANGLITB

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON LIGHT FIXTURE PEWTER 
     1 PCS LIGHT FIXTURE W/ UL CERT

91LANGLITFX

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON LIGHT FIXTURE WHT 
     BLEACHED OAT FINISH

91LANGLITW

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON SHELF 34” BRN 
     Langston 34” shelf - brown

91511LANG34B

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON SHELF 34” GLASS 
     Langston 34” glass shelf

91511LA34GLASS

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON SHELF 34” WHT 
     Langston 34” shelf - white

91511LANG34W

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON SHELF 65” BRN 
     Langston 65” shelf - brown

91511LANG65B

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON SHELF 65” GLASS 
     Langston 65” glass shelf

91511LA65GLASS

PT-LANGSTN LANGSTON SHELF 65” WHT 
     Langston 65” shelf - white

91511LANG65W

PT-LAWRNCE Lawence Door wheel w/bracket 
     BRASS WHEEL WITH BRACKET

91378LAWHEEL

PT-LAWRNCE LAWRENCE 112” RAILS 
     56.139.718.00RL

91LAW3RLS112

PT-LAWRNCE LAWRENCE ASSEMBLY HDW 
     Lawrence assembly hardware

91378LAWHW

PT-LAWRNCE LAWRENCE DOOR HANDLE 91378LADORHAND

PT-LAWRNCE LAWRENCE DRAWER HANDLE 91378LAWHAND

PT-LAWRNCE LAWRENCE DRAWER PULL BRASS 91378LAWPULL

PT-MADISON MADISON DBLE BKCS ASSEMBLY HDW 91MADDBLBHW

PT-MADISON MADISON NARROW BKCS ASSEM HDW 91MADNRWHW

PT-MANDARA MANDARA CABINET LEVELER 
     CABINET, BLACK LEVELER

91MNDCBLEVEL

PT-MANDARA MANDARA SHELF PEG SILVER 
     SCREW IN

91MANDPEG

PT-MARION MARION TV CNTR SHELF 
     CENTER SHELF

911515MARCENT

PT-MARION MARION TV DRAWER GLIDE 12 
     12” DRAWER GLIDE

911515MAR12

COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-MARION MARION TV DRAWER PULL 
     DRAWER PULL

911515MARPUL

PT-MARION MARION TV ROLLER 
     ROLLER FOR SLIDE DOOR

911515MARROL

PT-MARION MARION TV SHELF PEGS 4PC 
     SHELF PEGS 4 PCS

911515MARPEG

PT-MARION MARION TV SIDE SHELF LFT 
     LEFT SHELF

911515MARLFT

PT-MARION MARION TV SIDE SHELF RT 
     RIGHT SHELF

911515MARRT

PT-MESSINA MESSINA BUF KEY- MARMO 
     BUFFET KEY

40MESSKEYMAR

PT-MESSINA MESSINA BUF KEY-P MARMO 40MESSKYPMAR

PT-MISC SOFIA KEY 
     SOFIA KEY

91SOFIAKEY

PT-MITCHLL MITCHELL DRAWER PULL 
     MITCHELL TABLE DRAWER PULL

91378MITCPULL

PT-PALMER PALMER TV CON DOOR KNOB BROWN 91PALMTVBK

PT-PALMER PALMER TV CON DOOR KNOB OAK 91PALMTVOK

PT-PALMER PALMER TV CON DRAWER PULL BRWN 91PALMTVBP

PT-PALMER PALMER TV CON DRAWER PULL OAK 
     DRAWER PULL OAK FINISH

91PALMTVOP

PT-REYNLDS REYNOLDS DOOR PUCH LATCH 40REYDRPHLTH

PT-SPENCER SPENCER DOOR ROLLER SET 
     TOP AND BOTTOM

91511SPENROLL

PT-SPENCER SPENCER FIRST VERSION ROLLER S 
     ROLLER SET

40SPENROLLST

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HOLE CVR BRN 
     HOLE COVER BROWN

40SPENBRHC

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HOLE CVR FRWT 
     HOLE COVER FRENCH WHITE

40SPENFWHC

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF BL 48 
     BLACK FINISH

91511SPEN48BL

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF BL 71 
     BLACK FINISH

91511SPEN71BL

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF BRN 48 
     BROWN FINISH

91511SPEN48BR

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF BRN 71 
     BROWN FINISH

91511SPEN71BR

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF FRWT 48 
     FRENCH WHITE FINISH

91511SPEN48FW

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF FRWT 71 
     FRENCH WHITE FINISH

91511SPEN71FW

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF MP 48 
     MILL PINE FINISH

91511SPEN48MP

PT-SPENCER SPENCER HUTCH SHELF MP 71 
     MILL PINE FINISH

91511SPEN71MP

PT-SPENCER SPENCER MENDING PLATE QTY 1 91SPNMNDPLT

PT-SPENCER SPENCER OLD DOOR ROLLER 
     SILVER

91511SPENOLD

PT-SULLIVN SULLIVAN CONSOLE HANDLES 
     SULLIVAN HANDLES

91SULCONHNDL

PT-SULLIVN SULLIVAN DOOR ROLLER SET 91SULLROLL

PT-SULLIVN SULLIVAN LEGS LFT&RT SET OF 2 
     SET OF 2 - LEFT AND RIGHT

91799064

PT-SULLIVN SULLIVAN LEVELER 
     56.323.785.00

91SULLLVLRS
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PT-SULLIVN SULLIVAN WALL ASEMBLY HARDWARE 91HIB0134

PT-SULLIVN SULLIVAN WALL BASE HANDLES 
     SULLIVAN HANDLES

91SULLBSHNDL

PT-SULLIVN SULLIVAN WALL DOOR HANDLES 
     SULLIVAN HANDLES

91SULLDRHNDL

PT-TAJABEL TAJA ANTI TIP KIT 91TAJTIPKIT

PT-TAJABEL TAJA BELLE DROP DWN DOOR HINGE 91511TAJHNG

PT-TAJABEL TAJA CORD HOLE COVER BLACK 91511TAJCOVB

PT-TAJABEL TAJA LID STAY 91511TAJALID

PT-TAJABEL TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT ALTO 
     ALTO TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT

91511MEDSLTA

PT-TAJABEL TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT BLK 91511MEDSLTBLK

PT-TAJABEL TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT BRN 
     TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT BROWN

91511MEDSLTBR

PT-TAJABEL TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT CIRRS 91511MEDSLTC

PT-TAJABEL TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT NIMBS 91511MEDSLTN

PT-TAJABEL TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT WHT 
     TAJA MEDIA SHELF SUPPORT WHITE

91511MEDSLTW

PT-TAJABEL TAJA SECRETARY SUPPORT BL 
     TAJA SECRETARY SUPPORT BLACK

91511SECSLTBLK

PT-TAJABEL TAJA TALL CAB SUPPORT CIRRUS 91511TALSLTC

PT-TAJABEL TAJA TALL CAB SUPPORT NIMBUS 91511TALSLTN

PT-TAJABEL TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT ALTO 91511TALSLTA

PT-TAJABEL TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT BL 
     TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT BLACK

91511TALSLTBLK

PT-TAJABEL TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT BRN 
     TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT BROWN

91511TALSLTBR

PT-TAJABEL TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT WHT 
     TAJA TALL SHELF SUPPORT WHITE

91511TALSLTW

PT-TELGRPH TELEGRAPH SM DESK ASSEM HDW 
     130 - 353

91TELSMDSKHW

PT-TREMONT TREMONT ANTI TIP KIT 91TRETIPKIT

PT-TREMONT TREMONT BKSHLF LARGE BLACK 91TRLGBKSHF

PT-TREMONT TREMONT DECORATIVE CNR PLATE 
     CORNER PLATE

40TREMDCCNPL

PT-TREMONT TREMONT METAL HNDL SCREW 40TREMHDLSRW

PT-TREMONT TREMONT MOD 40 CAB TP ASM HDW 91TREM40CTHW

PT-TREMONT TREMONT MOD 60 BRDGE ASM HDW 91TREM60BRHW

PT-TREMONT TREMONT MOD 60 CAB TP ASM HDW 91TREM60CTHW

PT-TREMONT TREMONT MOD 60 DESK ASEM HDW 91TREMDDSKHW

PT-TREMONT TREMONT MOD CRNER DESK ASM HDW 91TREMCDSKHW

PT-UNIV ANTI TIP KIT 
     UNIVERSAL

91ANTITIPKIT

PT-UNIV BOLT 1-1/2 IN (5/16-18) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS6

PT-UNIV BOLT 10 MM 1.5 4010MM15BOLT

PT-UNIV BOLT 2” (M8 x 1.25) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS11

PT-UNIV BOLT 2-1/2 (M8 x 1.25) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS12

PT-UNIV BOLT 2-1/2 - (M10 x 1.25) HARDWARE 9191BOLTS9

COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-UNIV BOLT 2-1/2” (M8 x 1.25) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS14

PT-UNIV BOLT 2-1/4 - (5/16-18) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS3

PT-UNIV BOLT 2-3/4 (M8) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS2

PT-UNIV BOLT 3” (5/16 - 18) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS13

PT-UNIV BOLT 3” - (1/4-20) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS8

PT-UNIV BOLT 3” - (5/16-18) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS4

PT-UNIV BOLT 3” - (M8 x 1.25) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS7

PT-UNIV BOLT 3” -(M7) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS5

PT-UNIV BOLT 3-1/4” (5/16-18) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS1

PT-UNIV BOLT 3/8” 16 THREAD L 3-1/2 4038312BOLT

PT-UNIV BOLT 5” (M8 x 1.25) 
     HARDWARE

9191BOLTS10

PT-UNIV BRASS PLTD METAL SHLF SPT W/CV 
     FOR GLS SHVS/HAFELE#282.11.574

40BRSHFWCVR

PT-UNIV BRASS PLTD METAL SHLF SUPPORT 
     HAFELE MODEL #282.11.556

40BRMLSFSPT

PT-UNIV COTTER PIN 
     QTY 1 COTTER PIN

40COTTPINS

PT-UNIV DOUBLE ROLLER CTCH (LOW BACK) 
     DOUBLE ROLLER CATCH (LOW BACK)

9124401107

PT-UNIV DOUBLE ROLLER CTCH, BRONZE 
     door closer, Double Roller Cat

9124404110

PT-UNIV DOUBLE ROLLER CTCH-HIGH BASE 
     DOUBLE ROLLER CATCH-HIGH BASE

91M9689772

PT-UNIV GLIDE 7/8” SILENT 91M9036173

PT-UNIV GLIDE FLAT 3/4 91M9038664

PT-UNIV GLIDE FLAT 5/8 91FLAT58

PT-UNIV GLIDE FLAT 7/8 91FLAT78

PT-UNIV GLIDE OVAL 3/4 91OVAL34

PT-UNIV GLIDE OVAL 5/8 91OVAL58

PT-UNIV INSERT 1/4 - 20 
     HARDWARE

9195INSET1

PT-UNIV INSERT 6M x 1.0 
     HARDWARE

9195INSET2

PT-UNIV INSERT THREADED 18 5/16 9195INSET3

PT-UNIV MENDING PLATE 10 40MNDPLT10IN

PT-UNIV MENDING PLATE 2 40MENDPLT2IN

PT-UNIV MENDING PLATE 4 40MENDPLT4IN

PT-UNIV MENDING PLATE 8 40MENDPLT8IN

PT-UNIV NUT M6X1.0 40M6NUT

PT-UNIV NUTS 1/2 - 13 9192NUTS6

PT-UNIV NUTS 1/4 - 20 9192NUTS8

PT-UNIV NUTS 1/4 - 20 9192NUTS5
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PT-UNIV NUTS 1/4 - 28 9192NUTS7

PT-UNIV NUTS 3/18 - 16 9192NUTS2

PT-UNIV NUTS 7/16 - 14 9192NUTS3

PT-UNIV NUTS M10 x 1.5 9192NUTS1

PT-UNIV NUTS M8 x 1.25 9192NUTS4

PT-UNIV SCREW 1 401INSCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW 1” M .7 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW15

PT-UNIV SCREW 1” M4 x .7 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW14

PT-UNIV SCREW 1-1/2 GOLD 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW1

PT-UNIV SCREW 1-1/4 40125SCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW 1/2” BL 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW10

PT-UNIV SCREW 1/2” SILVER 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW9

PT-UNIV SCREW 1/4” SILVER 9194SCREW5

PT-UNIV SCREW 2 402INSCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW 2 SILVER 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW3

PT-UNIV SCREW 2-1/2 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW17

PT-UNIV SCREW 2-1/2 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW7

PT-UNIV SCREW 2-1/2 40212SCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW 2-1/4 40214SCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW 3 403INSCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW 3/4 4034INSCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW 3/4 M4 x .7 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW12

PT-UNIV SCREW LAG 3-1/2 4035LAGSCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW LAG 4 404LAGSCREW

PT-UNIV SCREW M4 x 0.7 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW16

PT-UNIV SCREW ROUND LEAD 
     HARDWARE

9194SCREW2

PT-UNIV SHELF SUPPORT 1/4 
     HAFELE MODEL #:282.04.739

40SHLFSPT14

PT-UNIV SHELF SUPPORT 5 MM 
     5 MM SHELF PEG

9128204711

PT-UNIV SHELF SUPPORT 7MM 9128201505

PT-UNIV SILVER METAL SHELF SUPPORT 40SVRMLSFSPT

PT-UNIV T-NUTS (1/4 - 28) 
     HARDWARE

9196TNUTS3

PT-UNIV T-NUTS (5/16 - 18) 
     HARDWARE

9196TNUTS4

PT-UNIV T-NUTS (5/16 - 18) 
     HARDWARE

9196TNUTS1

PT-UNIV T-NUTS (M8 x 1.25) 
     HARDWARE

9196TNUTS5

COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS SKU

PT-UNIV T-NUTS 1/4 - 20 
     HARDWARE

9196TNUTS6

PT-UNIV T-NUTS 3/8 - 16 
     HARDWARE

9196TNUTS2

PT-UNIV THREAD BOLT 2 1/2” L/M6X1.0 40212INBOLT

PT-UNIV THREAD BOLT 3/4” L/M 6X1.0 4034INBOLT

PT-UNIV WASHER 1-1/4 40114WASHER

PT-UNIV WASHER 1/4 - 20 9193WASH4

PT-UNIV WASHER 1/4 - 20 9193WASH1

PT-UNIV WASHER 5/16 3/4” DIAMETER 9193WASH8

PT-UNIV WASHER M6 x 1.0 9193WASH2

PT-UNIV WASHER M7 9193WASH5

PT-UNIV WASHER M8 x 1.25 9193WASH7

PT-UNIV WASHER M8 x 1.25 9193WASH3

PT-VITTORI VITTORIA SHELF PEG 91VITTSHLPEG

PT-VITTORI VITTORIA SHELF SUPPORT 91VITTSHLSLT
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